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Chapter �

Introduction

The topography of the ocean is a result of a variety of geophysical processes on di�erent scales
with respect to both time and space� If the ocean was homogeneous and motionless� the surface
of the ocean would adjust to an equipotential surface of the earth�s gravity �eld� This speci�c
equipotential surface is named the geoid� Determination of the geoid is important for investi�
gations of the gravity �eld� The ocean is neither homogeneous nor motionless� so the sea level
will not in general coincide with the geoid� Deviations in the actual sea level from the geoid
are caused by tidal currents� atmospherically induced currents� and currents caused by changes
in the salinity� temperature and pressure� The currents are altered by friction and the Coriolis
force�

The tidal energy is described by a discrete line spectrum in the frequency band� The main
part of this energy is concentrated at diurnal and semi�diurnal periods� but tidal energy can
be detected on a large frequency range with periods from hours to tens of thousands of years�
The tides are to a high degree predictable from previous observed sea level variations� even for
locations where only a short data record of a few months are available� Tidal elevations along
coast lines may be of several metres�

The predictability of the energy input to the ocean from the atmosphere is on the contrary
highly limited due to the limited predictability of the weather systems being a few days� The
energy in the ocean transfered from the atmosphere is described as a continuous spectrum in
the frequency band� with time scales from seconds for small wind waves to much longer waves�
and wind set�up with persistencies of hours to days�

The sea level changes caused by the wind depend on the strength of the wind� i�e� the square
of the wind speed� the duration of the wind� and the distance over which the wind has been
working called the fetch� The wind energy input has a much larger impact in shallow waters
than in deeper parts of the ocean� as the energy density will increase for decreasing water depth�
resulting in larger sea level changes in shallow water areas�

Besides the wind e�ect� changes in the atmospheric pressure will also cause sea level changes� For
a fully developed stationary pressure system� the inverse barometer e�ect will cause an inverse
sea level response of approximately � cm for an atmospheric pressure anomaly of � hPa� An
atmospheric system with a pressure anomaly of tens of hPa may therefore set�up a signi�cant
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horizontal pressure gradient in the water and generate the propagation of a long ocean wave�
For a moving atmospheric pressure system� the magnitude of the sea level response will depend
on the relative velocity between the atmospheric pressure system and the ocean wave� and large
deviations in the sea level response from the static inverse barometric e�ect can be expected�
This is known as the dynamical inverse barometric e�ect �Proudman� �
	��

Along a coast a quasi�stationary atmospheric system may build a wind set�up � a storm surge �
and cause sea level changes of several metres�

Changes in the sea level due to salinity and temperature di�erences happen on spatial scales
from a relatively small spatial area in�uenced by river run�o� and ice melting� to larger scales
due to changes in the evaporation and precipitation patterns and advection of water masses� The
seasonal solar heat input does also cause density changes with minimum density and thereby
maximum sea level in autumn� and maximum density with minimum sea level in spring� This
is called the steric e�ect� For the Danish area� the steric e�ect is of the order of up to ����� cm
�H�jerslev and Andersen� ���

For large spatial areas the rotation of the earth becomes important for the currents� and a
horizontal pressure gradient that set up a current will be balanced by the Coriolis force and
form a geostrophic current system� Rossby�s radius of deformation scales the e�ect of the
rotation� and de�nes at which horizontal scale the earth�s rotation becomes important� For the
North Sea the Rossby�s barotropic radius of deformation is of the order of

a �
cf
f
�

p
g h

f
� ���km

where cf is the phase velocity for a long non�rotating gravity wave� and f the Coriolis parameter�
Geostrophic currents may form quasi�stationary systems and sea level changes� Additionally�
external forces may in�uence the ocean and sea level� This can be a severe and abrupt under�
water seismic activity that may cause a signi�cant pressure wave� a tsunami� A tsunami may�
despite the relatively small scale phenomena both temporal and spatial� cause catastrophic
damage on coastal areas even far from the generation of the wave� due to a high degree of
conservation of the momentum�

Information of the sea level and sea level changes are important for a variety of processes
and research interests on a large range on both temporal and spatial scales� This is from
local storm surge forecasting on time scales of hours to days� and to climate research studies
of e�ects on the global mean sea level due to global warming with changes in precipitation�
evaporation� steric e�ct and ice melting on time scales of decades and centuries� Accurate
measurements of the sea level are� therefore� of great importance and observations of the sea
level have been obtained with accurate coastal tide gauges at many locations for more than one
century� Along the Danish coast the �rst ten tide gauge were established in the period �������	�
and have been operating continuously since� International data banks for sea level information
as the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level �PSMSL� located at the Proudman Oceanographic
Laboratory �POL�� Bidston� U�K�� and the Global Level Of the Sea Surface �GLOSS� programme�
coordinated by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission �IOC�� were established for
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compilation of sea level information world wide� Information about the PSMSL and GLOSS
programmes and data bases are available at http���www�pol�ac�uk�psmsl� These data banks for
tide gauge observations together with information from deployed o��shore stations �e�g� Smithson
����� form a valuable amount of information of the sea level� However� the location of the
tide gauges along coast lines� and the relatively limited number of o��shore stations make a
severe limit for a global coverage of the world oceans� Satellite altimetry that in the last decades
has become available has� therefore� provided valuable new information about o��shore sea level
changes� The �rst radar altimeter instruments operating from space were launched in ��	 on
the Skylab satellite� in ��
 on the GEOS�	 satellite� and the SEASAT satellite in ���� These
missions resulted in signi�cant improvements of the technology� and the determination of the
mean sea surface �Wunsch and Stammer � ���� and have been followed up by the GEOSAT
satellite in ��
� the ERS�� in ��� the TOPEX�POSEIDON �T�P� in ��� and the ERS��
in �
� The data banks with the in�situ sea level observations have provided a valuable tool
for validation and error estimations of the satellite provided sea level observations� From the
satellite observations global tidal models have been developed with impressive results with root�
mean�square errors to the in�situ data of a few cm in the main tidal constituents �Andersen et al��
�
� Shum et al�� ���� Additionally� estimates of the global mean sea level and global mean
sea level rise have been produced �e�g� Mitchum ����� Cazenave et al� ������ One example
of the variety of future applications of altimetry data is shown by Cazenave et al� ���� who
have demonstrated that it is possible to observe local mean sea level changes due to vertical
land motions caused by volcanic eruptions� The satellites carrying the altimeters were mainly
put into operation for research studies of the geoid� the global tidal signal and the global ocean
circulation� However� the good accuracy of measuring the sea level has resulted in a growing
interest for using altimetry data in a more operational sense by using altimetry data to correct
and validate operational ocean models for the o��shore area with respect to information about
the mean sea level� the variability� and the tides�

��� The GEOSONAR Project

The very impressive results obtained from satellite altimetry with respect to the understanding
and determination of the processes that cause deviations in the sea level from the geoid is of
interest to di�erent disciplines as oceanography� geodesy and gravity �eld studies� This has re�
sulted in the Danish interdisciplinary research project Geoid and Sea Level of the North Atlantic
Region �GEOSONAR�� and this PhD project has been carried out as part of the GEOSONAR
project� The GEOSONAR consortium includes the following Danish research institutes�

� National Survey and Cadastre �KMS�� Geodetic Division �project coordinator�

� University of Copenhagen� Geophysical Department

� Technical University of Denmark� Department of Mathematical Modelling

� Royal Danish Administration of Navigation and Hydrography� Oceanography Division

� Danish Meteorological Institute �DMI�� Department for Operational Oceanography
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The objective of the GEOSONAR project is to investigate the geoid� and the sea level variations
on a regional scale in the northern Atlantic and North Sea by using multiple data sources� and
integration of multi sensor and multi channel satellite data�

DMI�s interest in this research study is in the oceanographic part and is primarily focused on
the North Sea which is the main area of interest with respect to the Danish storm surge warning
system� The interests are to investigate to what degree altimetry observations can provide new
information� and improve the storm surge system in both a pre�operational mode� including
model calibration and validations� and in a more operational mode for future applications�

The North Sea is a shallow water area where non�linear interaction is not negligible and com�
plicates the understanding of the processes� and the sea level variations� compared to the deep
ocean dominated by linear dynamic� For propagation of long ocean waves onto shelves the wave
velocity decreases with depth because of the dependency in the phase velocity on the square
root of the depth� The decrease in the wave speed reduces the wave lengths and by that the
horizontal scales of the waves� Quasi�conservation of the momentum will enhance the vertical
elevations of the waves for propagation from the deep ocean to a shelf area� The shelves do
therefore make up an area for testing the ability of the altimetry observations to resolve the
strong tidal signal on relatively small horizontal scales� Previous work have investigated tidal
signals derived from altimetry observations in the North Sea and adjacent seas� Woodworth and
Thomas ���� found promising results of the northwest European continental shelf for the two
major semi�diurnal tidal constituents� M� and S�� with altimetry data from the early GEOSAT
satellite mission� Also observations from the ERS�� and T�P missions have provided impressive
results for the major tidal constituents in the North Sea �Andersen� ��� �
�� Recently An�
dersen ��� has shown that shallow water tidal constituents can be resolved in the North Sea
from T�P observations� despite the small horizontal scale and large spatial variability in those
constituents�

The objectives for this PhD project have been to obtain new knowledge about sea level changes
in the North Sea area by combining the di�erent available sources of sea level information
provided by altimetry� tide gauges and numerical models� The sea level changes that have
been investigated are variations with time scales on hours to years� Speci�cally� the di�erent
contributions to the sea level changes from the tidal elevations� the atmospherically induced
surges� and the interaction between these processes have been highlighted� To investigate the
performance of the altimetry observations in a near�coastal area a bottom pressure instrument
was deployed by the GEOSONAR project� The instrument was deployed approximately 
� km
o� the Danish North Sea coast for validation of the altimetry observations in a highly shallow
water area� but away from the coast where the radar signal may be falsely in�uenced by the
sea�land border� New and improved estimations of the oceanic �noise� signal in the altimetry
derived sea level height in the North Sea area will contribute to the GEOSONAR project by
improving the determination of the mean sea surface in the North Sea�
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��� Structure of This Thesis

This thesis contains �rst a short introduction in Chapter � about the available sources of sea
level information from coastal in�situ tide gauge data� satellite altimetry� and numerical model
simulations� In Chapter 	 is given an introduction to tidal theory and tidal analyses with focus
on shallow water tides� Changes in the main tidal constituents on an annual time scale have been
known for a long time from tide gauge observations� The altimetry observations provide new
knowledge about the spatial behaviour of this formerly coastal�observed phenomena� This new
knowledge has resulted in new investigations with numerical models within this PhD project�
and have resulted in an improved overall understanding of the main part of the signal� These
investigations and results are described in Chapter �� In Chapter 
 an introduction is given
to the atmospherically induced sea level changes caused by atmospheric pressure systems �both
quasi�stationary and non�stationary�� and the wind e�ect� As a special illustration of how the
atmospheric in�uence may cause severe and abrupt sea level changes � for the Danish area � the
situation in the North Sea at July ��� �� is described in Section 
��� In Chapters � and � are
described the obtained results from validation of the altimetry and the numerical simulations
with the coastal tide gauges and the deployed o��shore instrument� Validation of the tidal
constituents� and the atmospheric in�uence on the tides are described in Chapter �� and the
results about the sea level variability are described in Chapter � with focus on the near�coastal
performance of the altimetry observations� A discussion of the obtained results and future
applications for use of altimetry data in an operational ocean model is described in Chapter ��
Derivations of equations� and additionally plots and tables supporting the text are attached in
Appendix A � E� and the paper Seasonal variations in the tidal constituents from altimetry
data submitted to Geophysical Research Letters in June ���� is attached in Appendix F�



Chapter �

Sea Level Information

The sea level and sea level variations are measured by coastal tide gauges mainly located in
harbour basins� Additionally� o��shore instruments are deployed for shorter time periods to
provide information for the o��shore area� but the o��shore area is still extremely poorly covered�
The altimetry observations with a nearly global coverage have therefore provided valuable new
information for the o��shore area� despite the sparse time sampling of several days up to a
month� In addition to the observations� information about the sea level can be obtained from
numerical simulations� The main objectives for doing model simulations are the feasibility to
make predictions for the sea level and to investigate the e�ect from di�erent causes� by including
or excluding the processes of interest� The model results have previously been validated with
the coastal tide gauges� but the altimetry observations that have become available for the last
decade have made additional and improved validations of the models possible�

For absolute validation of the di�erent sources of sea level information care must be taken due
to the di�erent sea level reference systems� The tide gauges measure the sea level relative to
land and includes land movements� whereas the altimetry observations measure relative to the
center of the earth� The sea level measured by tide gauges are often leveled with respect to a
national reference system�

In this Chapter tide gauges and the information that can be obtained by time series analyses
will be shortly described followed by a short introduction to altimetry and the correction terms
applied to the signal before the sea level height can be obtained� Last in this Chapter the models
applied in this study are shortly described�

��� Tide Gauges

Di�erent systems are in operation for measuring the sea level� The Danish tide gauge network
operated by DMI consists currently of di�erent systems� Most frequently used is an instrument
with a �oat in a well located in the harbour basin� The well with a diameter of ���
 m is
connected to the water in the harbour basin by a pipe with a diameter of ��� m to prevent the
e�ects from high frequency wind waves to propagate into the well� For the well gauges the �oat
measures the instantaneous sea level in the well with an accuracy of � cm at a sampling interval of
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�
 min� The absolute measure of the sea level is referenced to the common reference level Dansk
Normal Nul �DNN� for all the stations by leveling� DNN is de�ned as the level of the weighted
means of the mean sea level for ten sea level stations �Esbjerg� Hirtshals� Frederikshavn� �Arhus�
Fredericia� Slipshavn� Kors�r� Hornb�k� K�benhavn and Gedser�� The �x point in the DNN
system is a point in �Arhus cathedral� Accurate measurements of the land movements at the
tide gauge locations are crucial� and especially for climate studies of long sea level records� One
disadvantage to the well��oat tide gauge system is the possibility of fresh water to be trapped
inside the well� This may cause errors in the sea level measurements of up to several cm for
stations at locations with large density variabilities� A replacement of the �oat instruments at
the Danish stations to new CTD instruments is currently taking place�

Sea level information around the North Sea coast have been obtained for this study by tide
gauge data provided by the di�erent national authorities� The locations of these tide gauges are
shown in Figure ����

Figure ���� Location of tide gauges around the North Sea used for this study�

����� Time Series Analyses

The long records and the high time resolution cause tide gauge observations to contain high
quality sea level information on a broad range of time scales� As tide gauges sample the sea level
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Figure ���� FFT analysis of �� min sampled sea level data from Esbjerg� Denmark�

variations in the time domain� information in the frequency domain can be obtained by making
Fourier transformations of the sea level time series� The lowest frequency that can be resolved
is determined by the length of the time series T � and is named the fundamental frequency fmin

� �
T � The highest frequency that can be resolved� the Nyquist or critical frequency� is given by

fc �
�

��t � where �t is the sampling interval� The number of sampled data points in the time
domain de�nes the maximum number of independent frequencies that can be resolved� For a
complete bandwidth time series within the Nyquist frequency limit� i�e� that no spectral energy
occurs at frequencies higher than fc� the discrete samples will completely describe the function�
However� the energy in the sea level time series are not in general completely bandwidth within
the Nyquist frequency limit� and all the spectral energy that lies outside this frequency limit
will be falsely translated � aliased � into the frequency domain f � fc� To estimate the e�ect
of aliasing in tide gauge data an example with data from Esbjerg is shown in Figure ���� The
Nyquist frequency is for this analysis fc � ���� � �
 min� � 
�
� � ���� Hz� To the left in
Figure ��� is shown the spectral energy �m� for the positive frequency spectrum� and to the right
a close up of the lower frequency part� A signi�cant dominance with a peak of ��	

 m occurs at
the frequency f����	� � ���� Hz� corresponding to an amplitude of �� cm at the semi�diurnal
M� tidal period �T������ hours� in the time domain� The sea level signal in Esbjerg is seen to
be dominated by tidal variations at semi�diurnal� diurnal� and fourth�diurnal periods� but also
with a relative large amount of energy in the low frequency range� Less than ��� of the total
energy is located at frequencies jf j � ��� � ���� Hz� As a tide gauge instrument is working
as a low pass �lter and not measuring sea level variations in the high frequency range� such
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as wind induced small scale waves� there is no reason to believe that tide gauge measured sea
level data should contain signi�cant energy at frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency at
fc�
�
� � ���� Hz� and therefore aliasing in sea level analyses is seen to be of minor signi�cance�
Furthermore it is seen that sea level data with a sampling time of � hour �fc � ��� � ���� Hz�
may not introduce a signi�cant aliasing problem either�

The autocorrelation of the sea level data is another way to estimate the dominating time periods
and persistencies in the signal� In Figure ��	 is shown the autocorrelation for 	 years of tide
gauge data ��	��
� from Esbjerg for the total sea level signal to the left and for the residual
signal �the sea level minus the estimated tidal signal� to the right� The correlation in the signal
is shown for time lags up to 	� days ���� hours�� The semi�diurnal tidal signal is clearly seen
to dominate the sea level signal� and also the tidal fortnightly and monthly periods are seen�
Other processes than the tidal variations are only possible to detect in the residual signal� where
a large correlation is seen up to a time lag of several days mainly caused by the persistence of
the meteorological systems� After approximately � days the correlation coe!cient is less than
r����� For a time lag of nearly �� days� which is the sampling time of the T�P altimeters the
correlation of the residual signal is small�

Figure ��	� Autocorrelation of the sea level signal �left	 and residual signal �right	 for 
 years of
tide gauge data from Esbjerg�

����� Pressure Instrument at Horns Rev

An o��shore tide gauge station has been deployed in the eastern North Sea by the GEOSONAR
project� The o��shore instrument was established with the objectives to identify and investigate
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any local e�ects on the sea level variations obtained from the existing on�shore tide gauges� and
to validate the T�P altimetry observations in a near coastal area in the North Sea� The deployed
o��shore instrument is a pressure instrument and measures at the sea bed the total pressure
above the instrument� the temperature and the conductivity� The optimal location for the o��
shore station would have been at a satellite cross�over between two paths for the T�P radar
altimeters� However� to facilitate data collection and to minimize the risk for the instrument
to disappear due to trawling� it was decided to establish the new o��shore station close to an
existing buoy� and the buoy at Horns Rev� operated by The Royal Danish Administration of
Navigation and Hydrography was chosen� The Horns Rev buoy at �

� 	��
�� N� ��� ������� E�
is located approximately 	� km NE of the nearest T�P satellite cross�over point� The instrument
was placed at the bottom at approximately �� m depth� and pressure data are sampled every
�
 minutes� The station was established August ��� ��� Inspection and data collection of the
station was performed by The Royal Danish Administration of Navigation and Hydrography�
At data collection the instrument was picked up and a new instrument is re�mounted� It is not
possible to place the instrument at the exact same position and these slightly di�erent positions
of the instruments may a�ect the results when data from more than one period are analysed�
The station was inspected each fourth month for data collection� The third inspection in August
�� turned out un�successfully� as it was not possible to �nd the instrument� The data from
the o��shore station at Horns Rev do� therefore� only cover the two periods�

�� period�
�� period�

August ��� ��
December �� ��

�
�
December �� ��
April �� ��

Data is missing for the period ��� � ���� ��� An o��set in the calculated sea level from the
�� period to the �� period shows that the new re�mounted instrument was placed at a slightly
di�erent position at �
��� cm less water depth than during the �� data period� A description
of the sea level calculations from the pressure observations is found in Appendix A� and the
obtained results from Horns Rev are described in Chapter ��

��� Altimeters

A satellite altimeter measures the nadir round�trip travel time from the emission to the receiving
of a radar pulse� Knowing the travel time and the radar signal velocity the sea surface height �
relative to the geoid can� as seen in Figure ���� be deduced from

� � H � h�N � E� �����

where H is the total height of the satellite relative to the earth�s center of mass� h the measured
distance from the satellite to the surface� E the distance from the earth�s center to the reference
ellipsoid� and N the height of the geoid above the reference ellipsoid�
The altimetry data used in this study are from the T�P mission� The T�P satellite was launched
in August �� as a joint American�French research project� The T�P satellite circles the earth
at an altitude of about �	�� km above the surface and covers the surface of the earth from ��� S
� ��� N with a repeat period of � days� and a ground track spacing at equator of 	�� km �
�km� A detailed overview of the T�P mission can be found in Fu et al� ����� The ground
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Figure ���� The measurement principle in altimetry�

track for the T�P satellite in the North Sea is shown in Figure ��
� The data sampling interval
of nearly �� days gives that ocean signals of periods less than approximately �� days are aliased
into longer periods�
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Figure ��
� Ground track for the T�P satellite in the North Sea�
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Tsatellite�

Figure ���� The principle in observing tidal informaiton from an altimeter� The black dots
indicate altimeter observations� From these altimeter observations with a much larger repeat
period than the tidal period of interest� the tidal signal can be resolved by the information from
the alias period�

The alias period i�e� the minimum time period needed for sampling a tidal constituents by an
altimeter is intuitively seen from Figure ��� and is obtained by estimating the shift in the phase
lag �g from two subsequent samplings by the altimeter at the repeat period Taltimeter

Talias �
��

�alias
�

��

�g�Taltimeter

The T�P altimeter will for the M� constituent with a period of �� h �
 min observe a phase
lag of 
�� between two subsequent samplings with the repeat period of �� days� resulting in
a minimum of �� days needed for the T�P altimeter to resolve the M� signal� In Table ��� is
shown the alias periods for some of the other important tidal constituents for the North Sea
�Andersen� �
� ���

Constituent Alias periods �days�

K� ��	
O� ��
P� �
Q� �
M� ��
S� 

N� 
�
M� 	�
MS� ���
M� ��

Table ���� Alias periods for some diurnal� semi�diurnal and shallow water tidal constituents from
the T�P observations �after Andersen ������ ����		�
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����� Signal Corrections

It requires knowledge and measurements of a variety of di�erent processes to obtain accurate
measurements of the sea surface height observed from space� References are here mainly given
to Fu et al� ����� Wunsch and Stammer ����� where reviews can be found of the di�erent
corrections and further references� First of all an accurate measure of the sea surface elevation
requires accurate measures of the satellite orbit and the geoid� At the T�P mission a pre�
cise orbit determination is obtained by using three di�erent systems such as a laser system� a
ground�beacon Doppler system� and the GPS� The orbit error is currently estimated to be of
approximately � cm �Wunsch and Stammer � ���� The geoid is removed from the observations
by applying a gravity �eld model�

Besides the orbit and geoid determinations� corrections have to be applied to the radar signal
due to the propagation through the ionosphere and atmosphere� The speed of electromagnetic
radiation is weakened by the index of refraction of the medium� and the speed of the radar
signal will be modi�ed by the content of free electrons in the ionosphere� and the water vapour
in the troposphere� The content of the free electrons is corrected for by application of a dual
frequency altimeter� and the water vapour is directly measured by a three frequency microwave
radiometer� The radar signal is also delayed by the dry air mass in the troposphere� and sea
level atmospheric pressure �elds obtained from the European Centre for Medium�Range Weather
Forecast �ECMWF� are used to correct for this signal modi�cation� The corrections of each of
these signal modi�cations are of the order of � cm �Wunsch and Stammer � ��� Fu et al�� ����

The interference of the radar signal with the sea surface introduces further modi�cations of the
obtained signal� The footprint of the radar signal is of ��� km at the surface and the backscat�
tered signal depends on the curvature of the surface� Waves in the ocean do not in general
have a symmetric form� but more a cnoidal form with longer wave troughs than crests� and the
troughs will therefore dominate in the backscattered signal� This is named the electromagnetic
bias or sea�state bias� Furthermore the roughness of the surface due to the wind will reduce the
backscattered signal� More work still need to be done to obtain an accurate estimate of these
surface e�ects �Wunsch and Stammer � ����

For studies of the general non�tidal ocean current systems the tidal signal has to be removed from
the observations� Tidal signals are introduced into the observations from the ocean tide� the
solid earth tide� the atmospheric tide and tidal loading� with the ocean tide as the dominating
contribution� The ocean tidal contribution is removed by information from high accurate global
tidal models that have been developed and highly improved by the use of altimetry observations�
Also a correction to removal of the atmospheric load or the inverse barometer e�ect is an option
for the altimetry users� This correction is made from global sea level pressure �elds obtained
from the numerical weather simulations provided by ECMWF�

The overall data accuracy of an absolute observation of the sea surface height from the T�P
altimeters is estimated by Fu et al� ���� to be of ��� cm� Further information about the
altimeter signal corrections can be found on the URL�
http���neptune�gsfc�nasa�gov�"krachlin�opf�algorithms�html�
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��� Hydrodynamical Models

The numerical simulations performed within this study have been made with the hydrodynamical
model Mike �� developed at the Danish Hydraulic Institute �DHI� and used at DMI in the
operational storm surge warning system�
During a half year visit at the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory �POL�� U�K�� model simu�
lated sea level results were available for several years of integration� In addition to the Mike ��
runs� results from a �D and a 	D model� both developed at POL� have been used for the
investigations of the seasonal signal in the tidal constituents described in Chapter ��

����� The Mike �� Model

Mike �� is a �D model solving the depth integrated shallow water equations for momentum
and mass� The equations are solved as �nite di�erences on an Arakawa C grid �DHI � ����
The model enables a nesting facility and all the Mike �� simulations have been run with the
set�up shown in Figure ���� The large domain has a resolution of  nautical miles �n�m�� i�e�
������ km� A subdomain with a �ner resolution of 	 n�m� �
�

� km� has been included for the
transition zone between the North Sea and the Baltic� and a subdomain of � n�m� ����
� km�
for the internal Danish waters� Additionally� a subdomain with a resolution of � n�m� has been
included for the Wadden Sea�

The eddy viscosity in the model has been resolved using a Smagorinsky eddy formulation with a
constant value of ��	 �non�dimensional�� For the bed friction the Manning number formulation
has been used as it provides a depth dependent bed friction Fb given as

Fb �
g

M� h���
jVj V � �����

where V is the horizontal velocity vector� h the water depth� and M �m����s� the Manning
number� A typical value of the Manning number for the North Sea area is in the interval M
	��
� m����s�

The tides and meteorological forcing used in the simulations are described in detail in Chapter �
in relation to the model results�
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Figure ���� Mike � set�up used for the model simulations described in Chapter ��



Chapter �

Tides

The tides on the earth are caused by the gravity from the moon and the sun� E�ects from
other planets and stars are negligible� Despite the much larger mass of the sun the contribution
from the moon makes up about twice the contribution from the sun� This is due to the inverse
square dependence on the distance in the gravity force� and the much shorter distance to the
moon from the earth� The tidal force on the earth originates from the small force di�erence
between the gravity force and the centrifugal force� The centrifugal force caused by the rotation
of the system� i�e either the earth�moon or the earth�sun system� is a �ctitious and homogeneous
force with a uniform distribution over the earth� whereas the gravity force is non�homogeneous
depending on the distance to the causing object� This force di�erence results in a small tidal
force everywhere on the earth� except at the center of mass where the two forces are balanced�
The tidal force is illustrated in Figure 	�� for the earth�moon system� The vertical component
of the tidal force is small compared with the earth�s gravity� and it is therefore mainly the
horizontal component that forces the water masses to move� and generate the long tidal waves
that causes the sea level to rise and fall� The dominance of the semi diurnal tide is due to

Earth

North pole

Moon

Sun

Figure 	��� Illustration of the tidal force on the earth� The equilibrium tide is indicated as the
dotted line�
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the rotation of the earth� The theoretical elevation of the sea surface that would result if the
earth was totally covered by water� and the water had negligible inertia� and therefore respond
instantaneously to the tidal force� is de�ned as the equilibrium tide� The observed tide in the
ocean di�ers from the equilibrium tide� but the equilibrium tide serves as an important reference
for calculating the real tide� The equilibrium tide is indicated in Figure 	�� by the dotted line
�the magnitude is exaggerated�� The real tide is complicated by the waters non�instantaneous
response to the tidal force� and the existence of the continents that prevent the propagation
of the tidal waves around the earth� The calculations of the real tide on the earth are further
complicated by the positions of the sun� the moon and the earth in di�erent geometric planes�
the mutual movements of these planes� and the altering of the mutual distances�

The tides in the North Sea are dominated by two tidal waves propagating into the region
from the northern Atlantic through the Channel� and through the northern entrance between
Scotland and Norway� These two waves propagate cyclonically around in the North Sea as Kelvin
waves� The local tidal force acting on the water masses inside the North Sea also generates a
contribution to the tide in the North Sea� However� simulations have shown that the tides
in the North Sea can be su!ciently simulated without inclusion of the tidal potential� as the
uncertainty in the tidal waves on the open boundaries are of the same order of magnitude as the
local generated contribution �Verboom et al�� ���� It is therefore common practice to neglect
this local contribution in hydrodynamical simulations of the North Sea�

The regular rise and fall of the sea level has been studied for several centuries� A major contri�
bution to the tidal studies was made in the ��� century by I� Newton with his understanding of
the gravity forces� The nomenclature used today was mainly introduced by A� Doodson� who
provided a complete algebraic formulation of the tidal potential �Doodson� ����� Important
extensions and recalculations of the tidal potential by using Fourier analyses was carried out by
Cartwright and Taylor ������ Cartwright and Edden ���	��

In this chapter a short introduction to tidal analysis will be given with the focus on the treatment
and solution of the shallow water constituents in tidal analysis programmes�

��� The Tidal Potential and the Equilibrium Tide

The tidal potential at a point on the surface of the earth is fully given by

#tidal � #moon $ #sun �
GMa�

R�
m

�X
j��

� a

Rm

�j��
Pj�cos �m�

$
GSa�

R�
s

�X
j��

� a

Rs

�j��
Pj�cos �s�

�	���

where G is the gravity constant� a the radius of the earth� M and S is the mass of the moon
and the sun� respectively� Rm and Rs the distance to the moon and the sun� respectively� and
�m and �s the �latitude� angle for the observation point to the plane for the moon and the sun�
respectively� The Pj �s are Legendre polynomials� The tidal potential caused by the moon can
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Variable Description
Period of
variable

Corresponding
frequency

	
s

h
p

N �

p�

The lunar day
The sidereal month
The tropical year
The moon�s perigee
The regression of the moon�s nodes
The perihelion

T����� days
T����	 days
T�	�
��� days
T����
 years
T����� years
T��� �� years

��
��
��
��
��
��

Table 	��� Doodson�s astronomical variables �given as phases	 and the corresponding periods and
frequencies for the astronomical motions�

be calculated to be ��� times the tidal potential from the sun �see for instance Godin �������
Instead of the dependence on the actual position of the observation point with respect to the
moon and the sun �i�e� �m and �s�� Doodson ����� transformed the dependent variables into
six variables describing the astronomical motions� These six fundamental astronomical variables
are listed in Table 	��� All six variables are given as phases relative to the Greenwich meridian�

The motions of the moon around the earth and the earth around the sun can be described by
two ellipses� Ellipses are described by their periods and their axes� or the eccentricity� The six
variables listed in Table 	�� are the periods of the two ellipses s and h for the moon�s orbit
around the earth and the earths orbit around the sun� respectively� The distances in the ellipses
are represented by the perigee p and the perihelion p�� where the moon is closest to the earth
and the earth is closest to the sun� respectively� Further the rotation of the earth is included as
the lunar day 	 � and the intersection of the two ellipses N ��

The tidal potential can be expressed in terms of the latitude of the observation point 
� and
these six basic astronomical variables� as �truncated at j � �� �Godin� ����

#tidal �
�X

i��	

h
Gi��
�

����X
j�k�l�m�n�

A�j	� k	� l	� m	� n	�� cos�V �t��

$ G�

i�
�
�

����X
j�k�l�m�n�

B�j	� k	� l	� m	� n	�� sin�V �t��
i �	���

where

V �t� � i		 $ j	s $ k	h $ l	p $ m	N
� $ n	p

�

is the astronomical argument �phase�� and the integers i	� j	� k	� l	� m	� n	 are named the Dood�
son numbers� The G�
� and G��
� are the geodetic coe!cients� The A�s and B�s are the
amplitudes in the tidal potential� The tidal potential in Eqn� 	�� has been truncated at j � �
compared with Eqn� 	���

The Doodson numbers have values in the range ������� The astronomical argument can to a
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�rst order approximation with respect to time be written as

Vn�t� � Vn�t	� $
�Vn�t�

�t
�t � Vn�t	� $ �n�t� �	�	�

where t	 is a reference time for calculations of the astronomical argument� and �t is given
relative to t	� Each set of the Doodson numbers �i	� j	� k	� l	� m	� n	� de�nes a constituent and
corresponds to a frequency in the tidal potential given by

� � i	�� $ j	�� $ k	�� $ l	�� $m	�� $ n	��� �	���

The tidal potential de�nes a line spectrum with an in�nite number of constituents� and for all
data analyses only a small part of the constituents will be resolved� Constituents with equal i	
are named species� and are separated in the frequency band by � cycle�day� Constituents having
equal i	 and j	 are named a group� and neighbouring groups are separated in the frequency band
by � cycle�month� Constituents with equal i	� j	 and k	 are named a cluster� The constituent
with the largest amplitude calculated from the tidal potential gives the name to the cluster�
The other constituent members in the cluster are named satellites� Clusters are separated in
the frequency band by � cycle�year�
The elevation of the sea surface in equilibrium with the tidal forces � the equilibrium tide � is a
level surface %� for the resulting force from the gravity and the tidal force� The equilibrium tide
can be directly expressed in terms of the tidal potential from the de�nition of the equilibrium
tide� as g%� $ Vtidal � �� The equilibrium tide serves as a very important reference system in
tidal analysis� as it enables the calculations of the relative importance among the huge amount
of constituents� and is used as basic knowledge in the tidal analyses� The continents� the �nite
water depth and the inertia in the water masses prohibit the existence of the equilibrium tide
with long waves propagating unimpeded around the world� For the deep and open oceans the
equilibrium tide does however indicate the range of the tidal constituents� For the largest two
constituents� the semi�diurnal constituent caused by the moonM� and the sun S�� the amplitudes
calculated from the equilibrium tide are �� cm and �� cm� respectively� and the combined e�ect
of these two constituents that account for a large part of tidal range gives a maximum amplitude
of 	 cm at new and full moon� and a minimum amplitude of �� cm at the moon�s quarter� The
real tide will for many locations� and especially for on�shore locations� di�er signi�cantly from
the equilibrium tide� and for accurate tidal predictions analyses of sea level data recorded at the
considered location are necessary�

��� Harmonic Analysis

The harmonic analysis technique is the most common used analysis package for studying the
tides� The tidal analyses performed within this study have been carried out by using the har�
monic analysis package Tidal Analysis Software Kit developed at POL� U�K� �Bell et al�� ��
and the Tidal Heights Analysis and Prediction package developed at Institute of Ocean Sciences�
Victoria� B�C� Canada �Foreman� �����

In the harmonic analysis it is assumed that the tidal variations in the ocean T �t� can be repre�
sented by a �nite sum N of harmonic terms with frequencies determined from the equilibrium
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tide

T �t� �
NX
n��

An�t� cos
�
n t � �

�

�
NX
n��

Hn fn�t� cos
�
�n t � gn $ Vn�t	� $ un�t�

� �	�
�

where Hn is the unknown amplitude of the n�th constituent and gn the unknown phase lag at
the actual location� The phase lag gn is measured relative to the phase lag of the equilibrium
tide Vn�t	� that is de�ned relative to the Greenwich meridian� The choice of the reference time
t	 varies from di�erent analyses packages� The frequency �n for each constituent is given from
the equilibrium tide �Eqn� 	���� The fn and un are named nodal modulations� and are small
adjustment in the amplitude and phase� respectively� They are introduced due to the presence
of satellites with frequencies �� and ��� which are not included in the analysis due to the limited
time range of the data record� The modulation of the included constituents caused by these two
frequencies �with the corresponding periods T����
 years and T����� years� are corrected for
by the inclusion of fn and un calculated from the equilibrium tide� E�ects from the frequency
�� are always neglected in a sea level analysis� as the changes in the perihelion has a period of
about �� ��� years� The derivations of the fn and un will be shortly described in Section 	�����
Assuming that the number of observations is larger than the number of unknowns �i�e the
amplitudes and phases for the constituents to be included in the analysis� the system to be solved
is seen to be over�determined� The most common optimization criterion is the least squares
method� and the unknown amplitude and phases for the wanted constituents are computed by
solving

P
residual� � minimum� where the residual is given by the computed tidal contribution

subtracted from the observed sea level� The numbers and choice of constituent to include in the
analysis will be shortly described in Section 	�
�

����� The Nodal Modulation

The amplitudes and phases calculated from the harmonic analysis are the accumulated ampli�
tudes and phases from all the constituents in each cluster� both the main constituent and the
satellites due to the unresolved frequencies �� and ��� To get the wanted numbers for only the
main constituent the f and u factors were introduced in Eqn� 	�
� The amplitude of the total
cluster can be approximated by �following Godin ������

an � an	 $
mX
j��

ajn �	���

where m is the number of unresolved satellites in the cluster� The de�nition of the main con�
stituent is jan	j � jajnj� and the amplitude of the total cluster can be approximated to

an � fn an	 �	���

The ampli�cation fn of the main constituent is calculated from the assumption that there exists
the same relationship between the di�erent constituents in the equilibrium tide as in the actual
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tidal response in the ocean �Godin� ����

ajn � c Ajn �	���

where the ajn�s and the Ajn�s are the amplitudes in the real tide and the equilibrium tide�
respectively� The nodal modulations in the amplitude are then given by

fn � � $
mX
j��

ajn
An	

�	��

The nodal modulation of the phase� un in Eqn� 	�
 is the angle between the vectors for the main
constituent and the total cluster�

For low frequency constituents� with periods larger than diurnal� the low frequency noise may be
up to an order of magnitude larger than the nodal modulations� and in some harmonic analysis
packages the low frequency constituents are therefore not corrected with the nodal modulations
�Foreman� �����

��� Response Analysis Method

The harmonic analysis method is not using the smoothness in the system� displayed by the fact
that the ocean tends to make a smooth respond to adjacent tidal frequencies� In the harmonic
analysis all the constituents are treated independently even for constituents close in the frequency
band� The smoothness is only used in the nodal modulations� Munk and Cartwright �����
pointed out this disadvantage� and introduced the Response Analysis Method that includes this
inherent smoothness of the tidal system�
In the Response Analysis Method an admittance function calculates the ocean tide at every
location directly from the tidal potential as input� Munk and Cartwright ����� transformed
the tidal potential into spherical harmonics� and the tidal variations in the ocean is calculated
as a weighted sum of these spherical harmonics �Munk and Cartwright � ����
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where the input to the response function is the time dependent part of the tidal potential
expressed in terms of spherical harmonics �Munk and Cartwright � ����
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and the response in the ocean� i�e the weights� are given by �Munk and Cartwright � ����

w�s� � umn �s� $ ivmn �s�


 and � are spherical coordinates� and S�t the maximum time lag to be included� The weights
are calculated� as the amplitudes and phases in the harmonic analysis method� from the least
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square method by minimizing the
P
residual�� where the residual is the observations minus

the tidal computations� The weights have in principle to be calculated at each locality� One of
the advantages of the Response Analysis Method is that the tides can be predicted with less
tidal constituents as input than in the harmonic analysis method �Pugh� ����� The Response
Analysis Method has been demonstrated to have an advantage in analyzing short tidal records
�Groves and Reynolds � ��
�� Amin ����� found that the Response Analysis Method was able
to separate small perturbations from the primary constituent� but on the other hand� not able
to further separate the perturbation into eventually di�erent contributions� One disadvantage of
the Response Analysis Method is the non�unique determination of the weights in the admittance
function� and the Response Analysis Method has not been used for tidal analyses of the tide
gauge data within this study�

��� Shallow Water Tides

In the deep ocean the equations of motions are dominated by the linear terms� and the tides
are in general linear with a direct correspondence between the generating tidal potential and
the real tides� In shallow water areas the non�linearity in the system becomes not neglectable�
and results in non�linear interaction between the frequencies� These new frequencies are named
shallow water tides�

����� Shallow Water

In shallow water the governing equation of motion is

�V

�t
$V � r V � �gr� � gk� fk�V � 	 jVj V � �	����

where V � �ui� vj� wk� is the velocity vector� h�t� x� y� � H�x� y� $ ��t� x� y� the total water
depth� f the Coriolis parameter� g the earth gravity and 	 the friction parameter� The non�
linearity in the system is introduced into the equations by the advective term V � rV and the
friction term �	 jVj V�
The phase velocity for a long wave is in the linear case given by

cf �
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�
�
p
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For the shallow water case� when the wave amplitude may not be ignored compared to the water
depth� a Taylor series of the long wave velocity from the linear case �Eqn� 	���� gives
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where H is the undisturbed water depth� and � the surface elevation due to the wave amplitude�
The dependence of the wave velocity on the total water depth results in the wave trough being
retarded relative to the wave crest and distorts the original wave� This non�symmetrical wave
can be approximated by a harmonic wave composed of the original harmonic wave superposed by
harmonic waves having twice� triple� fourth etc� frequency of the original introduced frequency
�see for instance Aas �������
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����� Non�linear Interaction

The non�linear terms in the governing equations will likewise cause shallow water tides to be
generated from the frequencies prescribed in the tidal potential� The advection term V � rV
will for the very simple case with a tidal wave consisting of one harmonic with the frequency ��
produce an additional harmonic with the frequency ���� For the still very simple case where the
tidal wave consists of two harmonics with the frequencies �� and �� the advection term gives
a response made up of the frequencies ���� ���� �� $ �� and �� � ��� The friction term will
for a tidal wave consisting of the two frequencies �� and �� generate a response made up of the
frequencies ��� ��� 	��� 	��� ��� � ��� ���� ��� ���$ �� and ��� $ �� �see for instance Godin
������� As an example� the following additional shallow water terms will be produced for the
case of a tidal wave consisting of the two major constituents M� and S��

from the advection term
from the friction term

�
�

M�� S�� MS� and MSf
M�� S�� �MS�� �SM�� �MS� and �SM�

For a more realistic case where the tidal wave consists of harmonics of several di�erent frequencies
a large amount of new shallow water frequencies may be generated� These new shallow water
frequencies can be divided into two principal di�erent groups �Amin� �����

� shallow water constituents having a di�erent astronomical argument compared to all other
constituents� and therefore in theory can be separated�

� shallow water constituents which astronomical argument coincide with other existing con�
stituents�

If the �rst type of shallow water constituents can be separated within the length of the data
record� the separation will always improve the tidal analysis and prediction� For the second type
of shallow water constituents this will not always be true� as the improvement will depend on
the number of perturbing constituents� their magnitude and their nodal variation �Amin� �����
The shallow water generated constituent may have frequencies both in the low and high end in
the frequency band� as seen above� In the low frequency range the astronomical constituents may
be highly contaminated by shallow water constituents occurring at the same frequencies� The
monthly and fortnightly constituent may be contaminated by frequency di�erences between
di�erent diurnal and semi�diurnal constituent� Likewise the annual constituent Sa that also
contains the inter annual atmospherically induced sea level variations may interact with the
major semi diurnal constituent M�� This will be described in Chapter ��
Also interaction between tides and storm surges are caused by the non�linearity� Keers ������
Prandle and Wolf ����� found that interaction causes a phase shift for the maximum sea
level for storm surge cases along the Great Britain� The maximum residual tended to appear
on increasing tide� and the magnitude of the interaction was found to have a nearly linear
dependence to the storm surge height �Keers � �����

����� Linear Superposition

The higher harmonics are in general generated by the non�linear e�ects� but once the higher
harmonics are generated� linear interaction between the tidal wave constituents can complicate
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Figure 	��� A linear superposition of M� and M� shown for two di�erent phase lag situations
�after Pugh �����		�

the tidal pattern further� A linear superposition of a harmonic and one or more of its higher
harmonics can cause disturbances of the harmonic itself� These disturbances may change the
symmetrical appearance of the harmonic as for instance double high or low waters depending on
the phase di�erence� but it can never generate new frequencies �Pugh� ����� This situation is
sketched in Figure 	�� forM� and its higher harmonicM�� The amplitude of theM� constituent
has to be at least �
 of the M� amplitude for the double highs or lows to occur� The double
highs or lows that are observed may therefore often be caused by the combined e�ect from
several shallow water constituents �Pugh� �����

����� The Nodal Modulations

The presence of shallow water constituents may cause distortions in the harmonic analysis
method due to the nodal modulations� For calculation of the nodal modulations for the primary
tidal constituents� information is used from the equilibrium tide �Eqn� 	���� but for the shallow
water constituents no information are available� The nodal modulations of the shallow water
constituents are instead computed as sums of the modulations from the principal constituents
the shallow water constituent is derived from� Amin ����� analyzed tide gauge data from
Southend� at the mouth of the River Thames� from a data record exceeding the lunar nodal
period of ����� years� With this data record Amin was able to calculate the nodal modulations
f and u� and found that those values di�ered from the values calculated from the equilibrium
tide� which is the standard values used in harmonic analysis� The reason for the di�erences is
the contamination of the principal constituents by a large amount of shallow water constituents�
For instance� for a case where a shallow water constituent is very close in frequency to a main
constituent �i�e within the cluster bandwidth� the resultant nodal modulation for the main
constituent will be in�uenced by the energy contribution from the shallow water constituent�

��� Choice of Constituent Set

The choice of the constituent set included in a harmonic analysis will a�ect the result of the
tidal analysis� and the ability to �nd an optimal constituent set is of fundamental importance
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for the quality of an analysis� The number of frequencies included in the analysis determines
the degree of freedom in the programme during the analysis� The number of constituents in the
di�erent frequency bands determines the capacity of the analysis to resolve the energy of the sea
level variations in the frequency bands� For the astronomical constituents mainly the length of
the time series determines the set of constituents� whereas more information about the speci�c
location of the tide gauge station is needed for an optimal set of the shallow water constituents�
with respect to the in�uence and physics from the non�linearity in the area� The tidal potential is
used as basic knowledge when a constituent set is constructed� For a constituent to be included
a common used criteria is the Rayleigh criterion that requires a constituent has to be separated
by a complete period from its neighbouring constituent over the length of the data before it can
be included in the analysis�

�T �
�

jf� � f�j � �	��	�

where f� and f� are the frequencies of two neighbouring constituents and �T has to be less
than the length of the data record� The Rayleigh criterion may be too restrictive on locations
with only little atmospheric noise in the sea level data� On the other hand constituents located
in the frequency band where the noise level is high� for instance in the low frequency range�
long time series are required to separate these frequencies from the noise� Constituents not
ful�lling the Rayleigh criterion may be included by use of the Related Constituent method� where
knowledge from the equilibrium tide is used to determine the amplitude factor and phase lag to
a neighbouring constituent� already included in the analysis� The constituents to be included
are chosen from the amplitudes in the tidal potential� Each new constituent to be included
should be compared to its already included neighbouring constituents� and for constituents of
approximately the same magnitude in the tidal potential care should be taken to represent the
whole frequency spectra� A shallow water constituent should not be included in the analysis
before all its main constituents� from which it is derived� are included in the analysis �Godin�
���� Foreman� �����

An optimal constituent set may be constructed from di�erent approaches� One approach is to
minimize the residual� An objection to this method is that part of the removed signal may be
caused by other phenomena than tides� as for instance quasi periodic atmospheric noise� which
may be a problem if the data record is too short to identify this as non periodic� Another
often used approach is to look at the stability of di�erent constituents for many years �Nielsen
and Nielsen� ��� Hvidberg�Knudsen et al�� ���� The stability criteria can be applied on
both the phase and the amplitude of the constituents� An objection to this method is that
constituents contaminated by atmospheric noise are excluded from the analysis� For prediction
purposes this approach may therefore be of interest� but not for investigations of for instance
the non�linear tide�surge interaction� where the minimization of the residual may be preferred�
Once a constituent set has been calculated for a speci�c location it is in principle time invariant�
However� in shallow water areas changes in the bathymetry and coastline will highly in�uence
the tidal behaviour� and a constituent set has in that case to be recalculated�
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��� Internal Tides

In addition to the �rst mode barotropic tidal waves� higher mode tidal waves named internal tides
may exist� The generation of internal tidal waves may happen when a �rst mode barotropic tidal
wave propagates across an abrupt change in the topography in strati�ed water �see for instance
Foreman et al� ��
��� The change in the topography may cause a vertical displacement in the
thermocline or halocline� and by that results in the generation of an internal tidal wave� The
internal tidal waves have much shorter wave lengths than the original �rst mode tidal wave� as
the frequency is a conserved parameter� and the phase velocity of the internal wave depends on
the gravity� i�e � � cf�f � where cf �

p
g�h is the phase velocity for the tidal wave at a baroclinic

mode� The g� is the reduced gravity given by g� � g��� � where � is the density and �� the density
di�erence�
Recently� it has been shown that is it possible to detect internal tides with altimetry observations�
which may give new knowledge about sources of generation of internal tides� and conversion and
dissipation rates �Ray and Mitchum� ����



Chapter �

Seasonal Variations in the Main

Tidal Constituent

��� Introduction

Seasonal variations in the main tidal constituents have been known for a long time� In �	�
R� H� Corkan reported about this phenomenon� Corkan investigated tide gauge data from the
station in Liverpool� United Kingdom and observed a smaller amplitude for the tide in the winter
period than averaged through the year and larger amplitude in the summer �Corkan� �	��� The
tide in this area is dominated by the M� constituent and to account for this observed annual
perturbation of the tides� Corkan suggested to include two small semi�diurnal constituents in
the analysis that respectively loses and gains approximately �� in the phase per day on M��
These two constituents appear on each side of the M� constituent in the semi diurnal frequency
band with the same frequency di�erence to M�� and are named MA� and MB� �sometimes H�

and H���

By using the response analysis method� Cartwright ����� identi�ed two contributions to the
observed annual perturbation of theM� constituent� One purely gravitational e�ect is caused by
the in�uence from the solar parallax on the moons orbit� i�e� the anomalistic year with the period
T�	�
��
� days� and a non�gravitational e�ect due to the solar declination� i�e� the tropical year
with the period T�	�
����� days� These two contributions to the annual perturbations in the
M� constituent will in all practical data analyses be non�separable� but Cartwright made a clear
distinction between these two sources and de�ned the variation due to the anomalistic year as
an annual modulation and the variation due to the tropical year as a seasonal modulation� From
the gravity potential Cartwright and Taylor ����� calculated the potential for the constituents
MA� and MB� to be ��	�
 and ��	�
 of the M� potential� respectively� Deviations from
these values of the MA� and MB� constituents are� therefore� caused by other contributions
than the astronomical tidal contribution� Variations with observed size of up to several percent
of the M� amplitude � together with its possible causes � have previously been investigated
from coastal tide gauge data mainly located around the United Kingdom� Baker and Alcock
���	� investigated the seasonal variations in the main tidal groups from tide gauge data around
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the United Kingdom and found variations in the M� amplitude of up to � � with the largest
variations in shallow water areas� and concluded that non�linear dynamics might be the causing
factor� They also found variations in the S� constituent on an annual time scale and suggested
the atmospheric tide to be the causing factor� whereas they suggested variations in the largest
diurnal constituent� K� to be caused by both on�shore winds and atmospheric tides� Pugh and
Vassie ����� ��� also investigated the seasonal e�ect in tide gauge data from around the
United Kingdom� They found a very systematic variation of the MA� and MB� phase lags
along the east coast� but a non�systematic spatial variation in the amplitudes� and suggested
that the seasonal variations were in�uenced by local e�ects�

Pugh and Vassie�s work on seasonal variations clearly identi�ed the existence of a seasonal
signal in M� around the British Isles� with a signal varying in strength from zero to more
than � of the M� amplitude� and suggested that the signal was a shallow water e�ect and
might be caused locally� They observed pronounced inter�annual variations and investigated an
interaction of sea level with the atmospheric forcing� but no signi�cant correlations were found
�Pugh and Vassie� ���� ���� These investigations of the causing e�ect were limited by the
locations of the observations being mainly from tide gauges placed along the coast or in very
shallow water� Observations can be extended beyond this relatively small number of coastal tide
gauges to include the large amount of o��shore information that have become available from
altimetry� The accuracy of altimetry data has increased in the recent years� and the several years
of altimetry data available now is potentially enough to observe these modulations in the M�

constituent of a few centimeters� providing a large amount of new information� This information
would� of course� add a valuable amount of new observations to the relatively limited number of
observations from the existing coastal tide gauges� but� more importantly� it would contribute
to new knowledge about the spatial behavior of the modulations for the o��shore region� With
the objective of investigating if the accuracy of the altimetry data is high enough to provide this
valuable additional information about the seasonal modulations� results from analyses of T�P
data will be described in this Chapter� The altimetry data are validated by the in�situ data from
the coastal tide gauges� and the new knowledge about the spatial distribution of the modulations
in the M� constituent� obtained from the altimetry data� are then used as information for the
o��shore area for validation of a numerical model� The tests with the numerical model are
subsequently used to investigate the cause of these seasonal variations� Results from both a
barotropic and a baroclinic model will be presented�

As described� modulations on an annual time scale have been reported for the other main
constituents as well as in theM� constituent �Baker and Alcock � ��	� Thomsen� ��	�� but due
to the dominance of the M� wave in the North Sea� focus will here be on the modulation in the
M� constituent alone�

��� Annual and Seasonal Variations in the M� Constituent

Cartwright ����� identi�ed two annual periods as the causing factors to the MA� and MB�

frequencies� The Doodson�s numbers for the two MA� constituents are �� � �� � � �� and ��
� �� � � �� for the non�gravitational and the gravitational contribution respectively� and for
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Figure ���� The location of the MA�� MB� and M� constituents in the frequency band�

the two MB� constituents �� � � � � �� and �� � � � � ���� for the non�gravitational and the
gravitational contribution� respectively� The di�erence between the two contributions to each of
the two constituents is given by the basic astronomical frequency �� � �� � ��	 ���
 cycles�day
corresponding to a period of T��� �� years �see Table 	�� in Chapter 	��

The gravitational contribution to MA� and MB� is caused by the anomalistic year with the
period

Tgravi� �
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The anomalistic year de�nes the time for the Earth to rotate around the sun from the perihelion
point and back to the perihelion point again� and includes the movement of the perihelion and
aphelion with the angular speed ���

The non�gravitational contribution to MA� and MB� is caused by the tropical year de�ned as
the time between two successive vernal equinoxes� and does not include the movement of the
perihelion and aphelion� The period for the tropical year is given by
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�����������
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The location of the tidal constituents in the frequency band is shown schematically in Figure ����
The two di�erent contributions to each of the constituents will for all harmonic analyses be non�
separable� but due to the di�erence in origin a separation of the two factors is important for the
investigation of the overall signal�
A linear combination of the three harmonics for the M�� MA� and MB� constituents gives
�originally suggested by Corkan ��	��� here following the notation in Woodworth et al� �����

h�t� � AM�
ei��M�

t�gM�
�VM�
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where A is the amplitude� � the frequency� g the phase lag and V the astronomical argument for
each of the three constituents� This linear combination can be shown to give a main contribution
that can be interpreted as a M� carrier wave with a modulation in the amplitude at a period of
T � ��

�� � � year �see Appendix B for derivation�

�AM�
$ S�t�� cos��M�

t� gM�
$ VM�

�� �����

where the modulation wave S�t� is given by

S�t� � AMA�
cos����t� gMA�

$ gM�
$ �VMA�

� VM�
��

$ AMB�
cos���t � gMB�

$ gM�
$ �VMB�

� VM�
���

���	�

The astronomical arguments for the gravitational and non�gravitational MA� and MB� con�
stituents are

VMA�gravi�
� �	 � h$ p� � VM�

� ������$ ������� � VM�
$ ���	�

VMB�gravi�
� �	 $ h � p� � VM�

$ ������ � ������� � VM�
� ���	�

VMA�non�gravi�
� �	 � h � VM�

� ������
VMB�non�gravi�

� �	 $ h � VM�
$ ������

The gravity potential for theM��MA�gravi� and theMB�gravi� constituents are �����������	�	
and �������� respectively� corresponding to amplitudes for MA�gravi� and MB�gravi� on ��	�
 
and ��	�
 of the M� amplitude �Cartwright and Taylor � ���� Cartwright and Edden� ��	��
As the gravitational and non�gravitational contributions to the MA� and MB� constituents for
all practical data analyses are non�separable� the amplitudes and phase lags calculated from
a tidal harmonic analysis will contain both the gravitational and non�gravitational part� The
annual �gravitational� variation can only explain at most ���� of the variation in the M�

amplitude� and the observed much largerMA� andMB� amplitudes makes investigations of the
non�gravitational part � the seasonal contribution � interesting with the objective to understand
the causing factors� Note� that the name seasonal will be used throughout this Chapter to
designate the total annual modulation signal in the M� constituent caused by the MA� and
MB� constituents� i�e� the seasonal signal will here include both the annual and the seasonal
contributions according to Cartwrights de�nitions� This is due to the practical problem that it
is not possible to distinguish and subtract the annual contribution from the total signal�

According to the Rayleigh criterium �Eqn� 	��	� a time series of a minimum length of � year
is needed for the MA� and MB� constituents to be included in a harmonic analysis� and be
properly separated from M��
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The modulation wave S�t� used for calculation of the seasonal signal in M� is given by

S�t� � AMA�
cos����t� gMA�

$ gM�
� �������

$ AMB�
cos���t � gMB�

$ gM�
$ ��������

�����

where the amplitudes and phase lags are calculated from harmonic analyses� but the modulation
wave will for the remaining of this Chapter be refered to as having the form�

S�t� � A cos��t � g�� ���
�

where � � �� � � cycles
year � A the amplitude of the modulation wave� and g the phase lag corre�

sponding to the time in the year for the maximum of the modulation wave�

��� Altimeter Observations

To obtain observations for the o��shore area� altimeter data have been investigated� Analyses
of the annual variations in the tidal constituents calculated from altimetry have been carried
out by Ole B� Andersen� Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen �National Survey and Cadastre� Denmark��
as part of the GEOSONAR project �Leeuwenburgh et al�� ��� Four years of data from the
T�P altimeters �cycle � to �	�� were analyzed in the north�west European shelf region� The
sea level data set used for this investigation were corrected by all the standard corrections �see
Section ������� but for the tidal correction� Instead of the standard tidal correction model that
already has been corrected with altimetry data� a pure hydrodynamical global tide model� the
FES��� model �Provost et al�� ���� was used� The four years of corrected sea level data were
merged into one year to enhance the temporal coverage� Tidal analyses using the Response
Analysis Method were then carried out for a 	 months data window shifted by �� days �� repeat
cycle� on the sea level di�erences between subsequent measurements �Leeuwenburgh et al�� ���
At each measurement point a time series of amplitudes for the M� constituent was then found�
The maximum deviation from the mean M� amplitude in each measurement point is shown in
Figure ��� �top� and the corresponding phase lag �bottom�� indicating when this maximum in
the amplitude occurs in the year� with �� corresponding to January �� and 	��� to December
	�� The T�P data are seen to identify an annual signal in the M� amplitude in the eastern part
of the North Sea� The largest deviations with more than 
�� cm are found in July in the south
eastern part of the North Sea� This corresponds to deviations of up to � of the M� amplitude
in this region and indicates the existence of a strong seasonal signal for this area� The results
from the altimeter data will in the next section be validated in the coastal areas by means of
tide gauge data� Note that due to the sparse time sampling of the altimeter data� separation
of the MA� and MB� frequencies from the M� frequency was not possible� The variations in
the M� constituent observed from the altimeter data may� therefore� contain contributions from
other processes at a slightly larger frequency range� than the MA� and MB� frequencies used
for the analyses of the tide gauge data�
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Figure ���� Annual variations in the M� constituent from T�P data found from a running
analysis on a 
 month data window shifted by ���days� The maximum deviation in cm from
the mean amplitude at each grid point is shown at top and the corresponding phase lag for this
maximum to occur is shown at bottom with ��� ��� and 
���� 
��� �Leeuwenburgh et al��
����	�
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��� Tide Gauge Observations

Tide gauge data from countries located around the North Sea� have been collected and analyzed
to get a coastal in�situ data set for validation of the altimetry observations of the modulation in
the M� constituent� E�orts have been taken to obtain a data set with a large spatial coverage�
in order to be able to demonstrate any local or geographical e�ect on the size of the modulation�
Data have been analyzed from �� tide gauge stations around the British Isles� The �� stations
are located on both the east and west coast and from both north to south� Along the European
continental coastline� data from four tide gauges have been analyzed together with four Danish
stations on the eastern coast of the North Sea� For coverage of the northern part of the North
Sea� one tide gauge record from Norway has been analyzed� The locations and time spans of all
the data records are shown in Tables ���� ��� and ��	 and in Figure ��� � All the data records
have a time step of maximum � hour� and hourly values have been used in the tidal analyses�

����� Validation of the altimeter observations

To validate the total annual variation in the M� constituent observed from the altimetry� es�
timates of the corresponding total variation from the in�situ tide gauge data set have been
calculated� A harmonic analysis with a 	 months data window shifted by �� days through the
length of the data record has been carried out� Results are presented in Figure ��	 for nine of
the tide gauge stations located around the North Sea�
Variations in the M� constituent on an annual time scale are observed at all locations but with
large variability in magnitude� The largest M� amplitudes are in general seen in spring to
summer� The largest variations in the tide gauge data are� as observed in the altimetry data�
found in the south eastern part of the North Sea� The tide gauge station at Cuxhaven shows
a maximum in the M� amplitude of 
��� cm in June� in good agreement with the altimeter
observations� Variations in the M� amplitude of 	�
 cm and ��	 cm are observed for Esbjerg
and Hanstholm at the Danish coast� respectively� also in good agreement with the altimetry� For
the two stations in the British Isles and the two French stations� variations in the amplitudes
of ��	 cm are seen in the tide gauge data� but not captured in the altimeter observations� The
poor spatial data resolution in the altimetry data� which is particularly important for shelf�sea
areas such as the Irish Sea and the Channel may provide a partial explanation�

����� Comparison of the Total Annual Variation and the Modulation Wave

The variation in theM� constituent from the altimeter observations was estimated from a moving
analysis through the data record� To estimate any di�erences between the two di�erent analysis
methods used here

� the total annual variation in M� calculated from a moving harmonic analysis through the
data record

� the seasonal signal calculated from the modulation wave� S�t� �Eqn�����

a comparison of the results from the two analysis methods has been carried out� The reason
for the use of the moving analysis through the data record is the fact that it is not possible to
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Station Latitude Longitude Time span Data Missing

Newlyn
Avonmouth
Liverpool
Port Patrick
Kinlochbervie
Wick
Leith
North Shields
North Shields
Lowestoft
Sheerness


�� ��� N

�� 	�� N

	� �
� N

�� 
�� N

�� ��� N

�� ��� N


� 
� N


� ��� N
�

�� ��� N

�� ��� N


� 		� W
�� �	� W
	� ��� W

� ��� W

� �	� W
	� �
� W
	� ��� W
�� ��� W
�
�� �
� E
�� �
� E

�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��

� 
�� 
� 
� 

 
� 
	 
� 
� 
� 
� 

Table ���� Tide gauge data from the British stations� provided by the British Oceanographic Data
Centre�

Station Latitude Longitude Time span Data Missing

Rosco��

Cherbourg�

Oostende�

Cuxhaven�

Stavanger�

������ N
��	� N

����� N

	�
�� N

��
� N

����� W
��	� W
��

� E
���	� E

���� N

�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��

� 
	 
� 
� 
� 

Table ���� Tide gauge data from the European continental coast� Provided by �� Service Hydro�
graphique et Oceanographique de la Marine� France� � Coastal Hydrographic O�ce� Belgium� 
�
Bundesamt f�ur Seeschi�ahrt und Hydrographie� Germany and �� Norges Sjokartverk� Norway�

Station Latitude Longitude Time span Data Missing

Esbjerg�

Hvide Sande�

Hvide Sande�

Torsminde�

Hanstholm�

Hirtshals�



���� N

����� N
�

����� N

����� N

��	�� N

����� E
����� E
�
����� E
��	�� E
�
�� E

�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��

� 

 
� 
	 
� 
� 

Table ��	� Tide gauge data from the Danish stations� �� operated by the Danish Meteorological
Institute� � operated by the Danish Coastal Authority�
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Figure ��	� M� amplitudes for nine tide gauge stations around the North Sea� Calculated with
a running 
 months harmonic analysis window� shifted by �� days� Note the di�erent scales on
the y�axis�
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estimate the MA� and MB� constituent from the T�P observations and by that calculate the
modulation wave� S�t��

The comparison of the two analysis methods has been carried out for the tide gauge station at
Esbjerg on the Danish North Sea coast for the years �� � �� and are shown in Figure ����
The overall deviations in the M� amplitude from the mean is shown for each 	 months analysis
shifted �� days throughout the years� and the maximum deviation in the M� amplitude calcu�
lated from the modulation wave �t is shown as stars� The largest deviations between the two
di�erent analysis methods are seen to be of � month in the phase lag �for �� and ��� and
of about ��
 cm for the size ��� and ���� For these two years the seasonal wave �t is seen
to capture about ��	 of the total annual variation� For the other four years investigated a high
agreement between the two analysis methods is seen� This makes it sensible to compare the
altimeter observations of the total variations in the M� constituent with the calculations of the
seasonal modulation wave S�t� from the tide gauge data�

Figure ��� clearly displays that the winter �
��� shows a very di�erent pattern for the
seasonal behaviour of the M� constituent compared to the other years�

Figure ���� Comparison of the two analysis methods for calculating the seasonal change in the
M� constituent calculated for Esbjerg for the years ��������� The total variation found from the
moving harmonic analysis is shown with the six di�erent color lines for each 
�month analysis
shifted by �� days throughout the year� The results from the seasonal wave �t analysis are shown
as stars with the corresponding color for each year�

����� The Modulation Wave for north�west European Shelf Stations

The focus in the investigations of the annual M� deviations will be on the modulation wave �ts
because they provide a more robust measurement than the 	 months moving harmonic analysis
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window� The behaviour of the MA� and MB� constituents in the North Sea and adjacent seas
has� therefore� been investigated�

In�uence on MA� and MB� amplitudes of shallow water tidal propagation

The in�uence on the MA� and MB� amplitudes of the tidal propagation in shallow waters is
shown in Figure ��
� The relative amplitudes� in per cent of the M� amplitude� are plotted for
the �ve stations on the British west coast from south to north in the direction of propagation
for the tidal wave in the Irish Sea� For the North Sea area� the amplitudes are similarly plotted
as a function of the distance for the propagation of the tidal wave� from north to south along
the British east coast� from west to east along the European continent� and from south to north
along the Danish coast� The yearly analyses are shown for �ve years of data� The gravitational
contribution to the MA� and MB� amplitudes are indicated as horizontal lines at ��	�
 and
��	�
 for MA� and MB�� respectively� Large variations in the amplitudes are seen both with
respect to the location of the stations and from year to year� For the �ve stations on the British
west coast� the largest amplitudes are seen at Avonmouth� located in the inner part of the
Bristol Channel� Along the east coast of Britain� the amplitudes are in general a little larger
than for the stations on the west coast� Along the European continent and the Danish coast a
slight dependency can be seen to the tidal wave propagation in shallow waters� The area west of
Jutland is dominated by friction �described in Chapter ��� The two constituents are in general
seen to have the same dominance for all the stations� but Lowestoft and Sheerness� At Lowestoft
a large MB� constituent is observed together with a relatively small MA� constituent� and the
opposite situation is seen at Sheerness with a smallMB� constituent together with a largeMA�

constituent� Both Lowestoft and Sheerness di�ers from the other stations� by being in�uenced
from two tidal waves� one propagating in the North Sea coming from north and one propagating
through the Channel� This tidal wave interaction may eventually explain a part of the signi�cant
di�erent pattern at those two stations� They are also both located in very shallow water areas
and Sheerness is located close to the Thames� The observed large inter�annual variations in the
seasonal modulation wave will be investigated further in Section ��
�

In�uence of local e�ects on MA� and MB�

The e�ect of any local in�uence in the generation of the MA� and MB� constituents can be
estimated from the phase lag di�erences between the M� constituent and the MA� and MB�

constituents� The di�erences between the phase lag forM� and the phase lags forMA� andMB�

are shown in Figure ��� �left and right� respectively� for the British� the European continental
and Danish stations� If no local e�ects were present in the generation of the seasonal variations�
the phase lag di�erences gM�

�gMA�
and gMB�

�gM�
would give two horizontal lines� Figure ���

shows this is not the case� and large variations in the dominance of the local e�ects are seen�
Along the west coast of the Britain� the M��MA� phase lag di�erence is somewhat di�erent at
Port Patrick compared to the four other stations� For the MB��M� phase lag di�erence� a very
di�erent value is seen for all �ve stations� except for Liverpool and Port Patrick� Along the
British east coast� no M��MA� phase lag di�erence is seen between the three northern stations�
i�e� Wick� Leith and North Shields� whereas a decrease in the MB��M� phase lag di�erence is
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Figure ��
� MA� �left	 and MB� �right	 amplitudes �in � of the M� amplitude	 plotted for
� years of data from tide gauge stations along the British west and east coast� the European
continent� and the Danish North Sea coast� Note the di�erent scale at the y�axes�

seen for those three stations� For the European continental stations a local in�uence is seen for
the MB��M� phase lag� but not for the M��MA� phase lag di�erence� Along the Danish coast�
only limited local e�ects are seen for both terms� Figure ��� allows us to conclude that local
generation plays a role in the production of MA� and MB� at the tide gauge stations� Also
noticed is that the in�uence of the local e�ect is signi�cantly varying in strength�
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Figure ���� Phase lags for the di�erences M��MA� �left	 and MB��M� �right	 for the British�
European continental and Danish tide gauge stations� The mean values from �ve yearly analysis
are plotted together with the standard deviations�

Calculations of the Modulation Wave �t

The seasonal signal calculated from Eqn� ��� for the tide gauge stations in the Irish Sea and
along the North Sea coasts are shown in Table ��� Also shown are the amplitudes of the M��
MA� and MB� constituents� The size of the seasonal signal is shown both in absolute values
and relative to the M� amplitude� The phase lag for the maximum in the seasonal signal to
occur is shown in degrees with �� corresponding to January �� and 	��� to December 	�� The
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Figure ���� The seasonal wave �t calculated for the for the British� European continental and
Danish tide gauge stations� The mean values from �ve yearly analysis are plotted together with
the standard deviations for the seasonal wave amplitude �left	 and the corresponding time in the
year for the maximum M� amplitude to occur �in 
�� degrees� right	�

corresponding number for the month in the year are shown in brackets� The mean values with
the standard deviation error bars for the amplitude and phase lag for the seasonal wave are also
shown in Figure ���� Along the British west coast all the stations� except for Kinlochbervie in
the north� show seasonal variations in theM� constituent� On the west coast the largest signal is
observed at Avonmouth and Liverpool both located in narrow and shallow water areas� At the
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British North Sea coast an increase in the seasonal signal is seen from Wick in the north with
��� of the M� amplitude to Leith and North Shields with a signal of order ��� � A decrease
in the signal is seen for the two stations Lowestoft and Sheerness� but they do still show a
seasonal signal of ��� and ��� � respectively� For the tide gauge stations at the European
coast� large variations in the dominance of the seasonal modulations in the M� constituents are
seen� From almost no seasonal e�ect at Rosco� located at the outermost part of the Channel�
an increase is seen as the tidal wave propagates through the Channel and into the southern
part of the North Sea� The maximum variation of nearly � cm� corresponding to nearly � of
the M� amplitude� is seen at Cuxhaven in the German Bight� Additionally� results from a one
year ���
� harmonic analysis of data from the Helgoland island located in the German Bight
provided by D� L� Blackman� POL� UK� give a modulation wave of 
 cm� and a M� amplitude
of ��� cm� corresponding to a relative signal of 
 with maximum at the end of May� At all
�ve Danish stations� relative variations of � � 
 are observed� At Stavanger in the northern
part of the North Sea a relative amplitude of nearly 	 is observed� The maximum in the
M� amplitude occurs at all the stations in the period from spring to late summer� For the
stations around Britain� the maxima on the western coast are seen to occur in May� which is ���
months earlier than for the stations located on the British North Sea coast with maxima� where
maximum occur in August� The most southern station on the east coast� Sheerness� shows a
maximum in June� As mentioned earlier� the tidal behaviour at Sheerness might di�er from
the other stations because of the location close to the Channel� For Cherbourg and Oostende
in the Channel and Cuxhaven in the German Bight� maxima occur around May � June� Along
the Danish North Sea coast� maximum occurs for the 	 southern most stations in late April to
mid May� as for Cuxhaven� whereas for the two northern Danish stations maximum takes place
earlier� in the beginning of March and April�

The largest seasonal signal in the M� constituent for the North Sea with adjacent seas is found
in the south eastern part of the North Sea with an amplitude of more than � cm� This is in good
agreement with the observations from the T�P data �Figure ����� where the largest deviation
from the mean M� amplitude is more than 
 cm� The T�P data show a maximum in the M�

constituent for the German Bight and the eastern North Sea at around June� in agreement with
the seasonal signal in the tide gauge data set� As described above� the tide gauges show seasonal
e�ects for most of the coastal areas located around the North Sea� The T�P data do not capture
all those signals� For instance the signal of more than � cm at Avonmouth in the Bristol Channel
is not captured in the altimeter observations� and along the British east coast a wrong phase lag
is seen� This might be due to the complicated shapes of the shallow shelf areas� as is the case
for both Avonmouth and Liverpool� However� in addition� the poor spatial resolution for the
altimeter data� even along a straight coastline� may be a reason for the failure of the altimetry
to capture the M� variations observed from the tide gauges that� as shown above� do reveal
relatively strong local variations� and therefore short spatial scale e�ects�

The large inter�annual variations observed in the MA� and MB� constituents from the tide
gauge data imply large inter�annual variations in the �ts in terms of the seasonal modulation
wave� This will be described further in Section ��
� where results from numerical models are
investigated to test the ability of the models to describe the observed variations�
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Station M� amp� MA� amp� MB� amp� S�t� amp� S�t� phase S�t� amp�
�cm� �cm� �cm� �cm� lag ��� � �

Newlyn ��� � ��� ��� � ��� �� � ��	 ��� � ��� ��� �
� � � ���

Avonmouth ��
 � ��� 
� � ��� ��� � ��	 ��� � ��� ��� �
� � �� ��


Liverpool 	�	 � ��
 �� � ��� ��� � ��� 	�� � ��
 �	� �
���� �� ���

Portpatrick �		 � ��	 ��
 � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��	 ��� ���
� � � ��

Kinlochbervie ��� � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� � ��� ��	 � ��� ��� ��� � � ���

Wick ��� � ��	 �� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��	 ��� ��� � �� ���

Leith �� � ��
 ��� � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� � ��
 ��� ��� �  ���

North Shields ��� � ��
 ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��
 � ��	 ��� ��� � �� ���

Lowestoft � � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� � ��� �� � ��� �	
 �� � 	
 ���

Sheerness ��� � ��� 	�� � ��� ��� � �� ��� � ��� ��� ��� � � ���

Station M� amp� MA� amp� MB� amp� S�t� amp� S�t� phase S�t� amp�
�cm� �cm� �cm� �cm� lag ��� � �

Rosco� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��	 � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� �
� � �� ��

Cherbourg ��� � ��� ��� � �� ��� � ��� ��	 � ��� �	� �
��� � � ���

Oostende ��� � ��� �� � ��� ��
 � ��
 	�� � ��� �

 ��� � � ��

Cuxhaven �	� � ��� ��� � ��
 	�� � ��� �� � ��� ��� �
��� � �� 
��

Station M� amp� MA� amp� MB� amp� S�t� amp� S�t� phase S�t� amp�
�cm� �cm� �cm� �cm� lag ��� � �

Esbjerg �� � ��
 �� � ��
 ��
 � ��� ��� � ��� ��� �
� � �
 	��

Hvide Sande 		 � ��� ��� � ��	 ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� �
� � �� 	��

Torsminde �� � ��� ��	 � ��	 �� � ��	 ��� � ��� �	� �
� � 	 
��

Hanstholm �	 � ��	 ��� � ��	 ��� � ��	 ��� � ��	 �� ��� � 

 
��

Hirtshals �� � ��	 ��� � ��� ��� � ��	 ��� � ��	 �� �	� � �� ���

Stavanger �� � ��� ��
 � ��� ��	 � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� ��� � �� ��

Table ���� The mean and standard deviations of the amplitudes for the M�� MA� and MB�

constituents� and for the amplitude and phase lag for the seasonal wave �t S�t	� The statistics
are for each station calculated over the available data record shown in Table ��� � Table ��
� Also
shown is the relative seasonal wave amplitude to the M� amplitude �mean values	� The time in
the year for the maximum in the seasonal wave to occur is shown as a phase lag ���corresponds
to ���	 and the corresponding month in the year is shown in the brackets�
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����� The Modulation Wave for Stations Outside the North Sea

To estimate the size of a seasonal signal outside the North Sea� data from one bottom pressure
recorder located at the Scottish Shelf slope� and several tide gauges located outside the north�
west European shelf have been analyzed� The locations of the stations are shown in Table ��
�
The stations are located in both hemispheres and in both the Atlantic and the Paci�c oceans�

Station Latitude Longitude Time span Data Missing

Station�����
� Scottish Shelf
Reykjavik� Iceland
Ponta Delgada� Azores
Johnston Is�� N� Paci�c
Ascension Is�� S� Atlantic
St� Helena� S� Atlantic
Rarotonga� S� Paci�c
Juan Fernandez� S� Paci�c


���� N
����� N
	����� N
������ N
���

� S
�
�

� S
������ S
		�	�� S

���
	� W
����
�� W
��
���� W
���	�� W
�����
� W
��
��	� W
�
���� W
����
�� W

�� ��� � �� ��	
�� ��
 � �� �

�� ��
 � �� ��
�� �� � �� ��
�� �	 � �� ��
�� �	 � �� �

�� �� � �� �	
�� �� � �� ��

� 
� 
�
 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 

Table ��
� Tide gauge stations from outside the European shelf� Data provided by the WOCE
�World Ocean Circulation Experiment	 and the PSMSL programmes�

The seasonal signal calculated from �ts to the modulation wave S�t� �Eqn� ���� are shown in
Table �� for the tide gauges� Statistics have been performed for stations with a data record of
minimum three years� A signi�cant seasonal signal is seen at at least two of the stations� St�
Helena in the southern Atlantic and at Johnston Island in the northern Paci�c� A clear latitude
dependence is not seen� and � stations are clearly too few observations to form �rm conclusions�
A modest conclusion on the analyses of the tide gauge data from outside the North Sea region
is that seasonal modulations in the M� constituent do indeed occur outside the North Sea�

For the station along the Scottish shelf�slope �Station �����
� observations were only available
from April ��� to mid February ��	� A variation in the M� amplitude for the half year of
data of ��� was found� and by that no evidence of a signi�cant seasonal signal along the shelf
slope has been observed�

��� Numerical Modelling

To investigate the cause of the large seasonal contributions to the MA� and MB� constituents
observed for the North Sea� data from numerical models have been investigated� The clear
advantage of using numerical models in studying the cause of the seasonal signal is the capability
to switch on and o� the atmospheric and tidal forcings� Results from model runs forced with
tides only� and runs forced with both tides and atmospheric �elds� were analyzed to estimate
the e�ect from the interaction between the tidal wave and the atmospherically induced surges�
With the objective to investigate if the physics of the seasonal signal is mainly barotropic or
baroclinic� data from both a �D barotropic and a 	D baroclinic model were analyzed� Results
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Station M� amp� MA� amp� MB� amp� S�t� amp� S�t� phase S�t� amp�
�cm� �cm� �cm� �cm� lag ��� � �

Reykjavik �	� � ��
 ��� � ��� ��� � �� �� � ��	 ��� �
� � 	� ���

Ponta Delgada � ��� ��	 ��� 	�� ���� ���

Johnston Is� �� � ��� ��
 � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� 	� ����� � 	� 	��

Ascension Is� 	� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� 
� ��� � �� ���

St� Helena 	� ��� ��
 ��
 	�� ���� ���

Rarotonga �� � ��	 ��	 � ��� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� 	�� ���� � �� ���

Juan Fernandez 	� ��	 ��� ��	 ��	 ���� ���

Table ���� The mean and standard deviations of the amplitudes for the M�� MA� and MB�

constituents� and for the amplitude and phase lag for the seasonal wave �t S�t	 for the tide
gauge stations located outside the north�west European shelf area� The statistics are for each
station calculated over the available data record shown in Table ���� Also shown is the relative
seasonal wave amplitude to the M� amplitude �mean values	� The time in the year for the
maximum in the seasonal wave to occur is shown as a phase lag ���corresponds to ���	 and the
corresponding month in the year is shown in the brackets�

from the barotropic model are described in Sections ��
�� and ��
��� and from the baroclinic
model in Section ��
�	� Good results are obtained from the barotropic model and the main
focus in this Chapter will� therefore� be on this model�

����� Barotropic Model

Results from a �D hydrodynamical model developed by Roger Flather� POL� U�K�� have been
investigated� Sea level data from the model simulations were kindly provided by Roger Flather
and Jane Williams at POL� The model solves the shallow water equations on a �nite di�erence
grid with a grid resolution of approximately 	
 km� ���� Lat� and 	�� Long��� For more technical
details about the model� see Flather ������ The model setup covers the north eastern Atlantic
and is referred to as the NEAC model �North East Atlantic Cut o��� The NEAC model is forced
by tidal elevations at the open boundaries with tidal waves generated by the following �� tidal
harmonic constituents�

Diurnal�
Semi�diurnal�
Third�diurnal�
Fourth�diurnal�
Sixth�diurnal�

Q�� O�� P�� K�

MNS�� �N�� ��� N�� ��� M�� ��� L�� T�� S�� K�� MSN�� �SM�

MO�� MK�

MN�� M�� MS�
M�� �MS�� �MK�� 	M�S�

The MA� and MB� constituents are not included in the forcing of the model� The atmospheric
forcing of the model consists of reanalyzed �elds from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute
�Reistad and Iden� ����

Sea level data for the years ����� have been analyzed from model simulations forced with
tides only� and simulations forced with both tides and atmospheric �elds� Harmonic analyses
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were performed at each grid point for each ��year data set� and the seasonal modulation wave
S�t� calculated from the MA� and MB� amplitudes and phase lags�

Results are shown in Figure ��� for year ��� The amplitude of the seasonal signal is plotted
in absolute values �cm� together with the phase lag for the maximum� with �� at January ��
Results are shown from the model simulation forced with tides only � called a T model run �
and from the model simulation forced with both tidal and atmospheric �elds � called a T$S
�i�e� tides and surges� model run� Plots of the modulation wave for all the model runs for the
years �� � �� are shown in Appendix E� The model simulations con�rm the existence of
the MA� and MB� constituents in the shelf area� even though they were not introduced in
the model forcing� The energy at the MA� and MB� frequencies is generated from interaction
between M� and an annual frequency made up from combinations of the �� constituents� The
model clearly reveals the seasonal signal as a shallow water phenomenon caused by non�linear
interaction� An increase in the size of the modulation wave is seen for the T$S model runs
compared to the T model runs� This re�ects that a strong interaction between the tidal wave
and the atmospherically induced surges takes place� Large inter�annual variations are seen for
the T$S model run� indicating a dependence on the strength of the atmospheric forcing� For
the T model runs� the non�linear interaction can occur only between the tidal components�

Validation with Altimetry

The strong signal in a large area of the south eastern North Sea having a maximumM� amplitude
in the summer period observed from the altimetry data �Figure ���� is seen to be relatively well
captured in the T$S model runs� and also partly in the T model runs� However� the T$S
model runs do in general not reproduce the same strength in the signal as observed from both
the altimeters and tide gauge data �see Table ����� but shows the same pattern with a strong
increase in the signal in the south eastern part of the North Sea� The di�erent distribution
of the signal seen between the altimetry data and the model data may be caused by the poor
spatial data coverage in the T�P data� The model reveals a seasonal signal along the British
east coast� as observed in the tide gauge data but not in the T�P data� The poor spatial data
coverage in the altimetry data may again be the most likely explanation� Amphidromical points
are observed for the modulation wave� The T�P data �Figure ���� reveals two amphidromical
points� one located in the south western part of the North Sea o� the British coast and one
south of Norway� These two amphidromical points are also found in both the T and T$S model
simulations� The point south of Norway is simulated to be at the same location as found from
the T�P data� whereas the southern point is simulated in the model to be located a bit more to
the south� closer to the Channel� The model results reveal one more amphidromical point in the
south eastern North Sea for some of the model runs �for instance � T$S� 
 T and T$S and �
T$S�� The model runs show slightly di�erent locations of the amphidromical points from year
to year� but they do in general coincide with the location of the amphidromical points in the
semi�diurnal M� constituent in the North Sea described in Chapter ��
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Validation with Tide Gauges

The in�situ tide gauge data set makes a more direct validation of the model�simulated seasonal
signal for the coastal areas� Data from the closest grid point in the model to the tide gauge
stations have been extracted for nine British and Danish tide gauges� In Table ��� are shown
the values for the seasonal signal from the T$S model simulations and the tide gauges� The
corresponding table for the T model runs is shown in Appendix D� The inter�annual variations
observed from the tide gauges are seen to be relatively well captured in the model� The model�
simulated seasonal signal is less than or equal to the amplitude found from the tide gauges�
except for two cases �Wick� �� and �	�� This indicates that the coarse model grid of app�
	
 km might explain only parts of the signals� and that a model with a �ner grid resolution
might capture more of the near�coastal ampli�cation of the signal�
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Figure ���� The modulation wave S�t� calculated from the NEAC model simulations forced with
tides only �top	 and tides�atmospheric �elds �bottom	� for ���� Contour lines are shown for
the amplitude of the modulation �cm� �left	 and the phase lag for maximum M� �right	� with
�� corresponding to January �� and 
��� to December 
��
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Table ���� The modulation wave S�t	 calculated for the British and Danish tide gauge data �TG	
along the North Sea coast and the corresponding closest grid point from the NEAC T�S model
runs �D	� The absolute �cm� and relative ��� maximum amplitude and time in the year for this
maximum are shown for the years ��� � ����� �Continues on the next page	�
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Validation Measures

The in�situ tide gauge data set have been used to make statistical measures for the models ability
to simulate the observed seasonal signal� The �	 stations Wick� Leith� North Shields� Lowestoft�
Sheerness� Rosco�� Cherbourg� Oostende� Cuxhaven� Esbjerg� Hvide Sande� Hanstholm and
Hirtshals have been used for a validation of the model in the North Sea� Data from the years
����� have been used� forming a validation set of �� data points �values from North Shields�
�	 and Hvide Sande� �
 and �� are missing��

The mean value and the standard deviation calculated for the amplitudes of the seasonal mod�
ulation wave �t S�t� for all the �� validation points are shown in Table ��� for the tide gauges�
the T model runs� and the T$S model runs� The mean values of the model signal express how
good the model runs capture the strength of the observed seasonal signal� About �� of the
variability of the observed signal from the tide gauges are captured by the T$S model runs�
whereas only about �� of the variability is captured by the T model runs� The model simula�
tions have a problem in simulating the strong seasonal signal in the German Bight� as observed
in the tide gauge data at Cuxhaven� By exclude Cuxhaven from the validation data set an
increase in the models ability to simulate variability in the observed seasonal wave amplitude�
The values are shown in the last two columns in Table ���� The model simulations with both
tidal and meteorological forcing is then able to capture about �� of the observed variability
in the seasonal wave amplitude� The model results identify a strong dependence of the seasonal
signal on both the tidal interaction and the tidal�atmosphere interaction�

N��� N�
�
Mean �cm� St� dev� �cm� Mean �cm� St� dev� �cm�

Tide gauges
T model
T$S model

�
�
�

���
��
�
���


����
���

����

��
��
�
��	

����
����
����

Table ���� The mean and standard deviation calculated for data points around the North Sea for
the tide gauges� the T model runs� and the T�S model runs� The �rst two data columns are
calculated for � data points� and the last two columns for �� data points �the same data set�
but with Cuxhaven excluded	�

Root�sum�square �RSS� errors have been calculated to estimate the error in the model simulated
seasonal signal� Root�sum�square �RSS� errors have been calculated for the amplitude di�erences
and the phase lag di�erences as well as the total vector di�erence between the model derived
and tide gauge observed signals� The two scalar RSS measures are included to add information
on the ability of the model to simulate the modulation wave� as they may reveal if the model has
di!culties in reproducing either mainly the amplitude or the phase lag� Large amplitude errors
in the model may express problems due to the coarse grid size in the model� whereas phase lag
errors may show problems with the propagation of the tidal waves� for instance due to friction�
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The scalar RSS measures for the amplitude di�erence and the phase di�erence are calculated as

RSSamp� �

vuut �

N

NX
i��

�ATG � A�D�� �����

RSSphase lag �

vuut �

N

NX
i��

�gTG � g�D�� �����

where ATG� gTG� A�D and g�D are the amplitudes and phase lags for the seasonal signal from
the tide gauge data and the �D�model� respectively� The total error between the two modulation
waves calculated from the the model and the tide gauges is measured by the vector di�erence
�see Appendix C for derivation�

RSSvector �
� �
N

NX
i��

�

T

Z T

	
k � ATG ei��t�gTG � A�D ei��t�g�D � k� dt ����

�
� �
N

NX
i��

�

�

��
ATG cos�gTG�� A�D cos�g�D�

��
$
�
ATG sin�gTG�� A�D sin�g�D�

�������
�����

The sum is made over the total set of data� N � The RSS error calculations for the the T model
runs and the T$S model runs validated with the thirteen tide gauges for the years �����
are shown in Table ��� As expected� larger RSS di�erences to the in�situ tide gauge data set
are found for the model runs forced with tides only than for the model runs forced with both
tidal and atmospheric �elds� proving that the interaction with the atmospheric �eld is important
for the generation of the signal� However� the T model runs show that non�linear interaction
between the tidal wave components is responsible for a relatively large part of the seasonal
signal� The RSS phase lag errors show that the model does capture the phase lag relatively well
with an error of about � months for the T$S model runs� As mentioned earlier� the relative
large RSS error of ��� cm in the amplitude may partly be explained by the coarse model grid
size�

T$S model T model

RSSamp�

RSSphase lag

RSSvector

�
�
�

��� cm
�	�

��� cm

��� cm
���

�� cm

Table ��� RSS measures for amplitudes and phase lags of the seasonal modulation wave �t�
S�t	� The RSS values for the T model runs and the T�S model runs are calculated on N��
validation points ��
 tide gauges for � years	�
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����� Atmospheric Interaction

The large inter�annual variations seen in Figure ��
 and Table ��� for the MA� and MB�

constituents indicate a correlation with the inter�annual variability in the atmospheric �elds�
This was investigated in previous work by Pugh and Vassie ���� and Baker and Alcock ���	��
Further attempts to identify this correlation with the atmospheric �eld are carried out here� by
using the additional information available from the numerical model runs�

Information about the annual mean wind �elds for the North Sea area are shown in Table ���� for
the years �� � �� �Reistad and Iden� ���� The mean wind speed and standard deviation
from � hourly sampled observations are shown for two o��shore oil rigs� The data from the
Frigg �eld �
��N� ����E� represents the northernmost part of the North Sea� and the data
from the Eko�sk �eld �
��
�N� 	���E� the mid North Sea area� In the brackets in Table ���� are
shown the corresponding model values from the atmospheric hindcast �elds used as the forcing
�elds for the NEAC model runs �Reistad and Iden� ���� Information of the mean wind� the
standard deviation and the most frequent wind direction from the Danish meteorological station
at Bl�avands Huk �

���N� ����E� are included in the Table to represent the eastern part of the
North Sea area� The on�shore station at Bl�avands Huk is located �	 km NW of the tide gauge
station at Esbjerg� Spatial variations in the wind �elds are observed with the strongest winds

Frigg Eko�sk Bl�avands Huk

Mean St�dev� Mean St�dev� Mean St�dev� Most frequent
�m�s� �m�s� �m�s� �m�s� �m�s� �m�s� wind dir�

�� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��	 ����� 	� �	��� ��� 	�
 W

�	 ��	 ����� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��� 	�� W

�� ��� ����� ��� ���
� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��� 	�
 W

�
 �� ����� ��� ����� ��	 ����� ��� ����� ��� 	�� W

�� ��� ���� ��� ���	� ��	 ����� ��� ����� ��� 	�
 E

�� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��
 ����� 	� ����� ��� 	�� W

Table ����� Meteorological information for the North Sea area�

at Frigg in the north and a decrease to the south at Eko�sk and Bl�avands Huk� The observed
wind �eld for �� di�ers signi�cant from the other years by being dominated by easterly winds
� at least along the Danish coast� where wind directions are available� Di�erences between the
model simulated wind �eld and the observations are seen in Table ���� for the two validation
points� It is worth noticing that the atmospheric model simulates the strongest mean wind in
��� whereas the observations show that �� had a relative weak wind �eld� These di�erences
between the model and the observed wind �elds clearly explain part of the di�erences found
between the validation data and those of the NEAC model runs�

To investigate the existence of any dependencies to the atmospheric �elds� the amplitude of the
seasonal signal has been plotted against the available wind information� The amplitude of the
modulation wave as a function of the annual mean wind �eld for the � years of data is plotted
in Figure ��� The calculations from the tide gauge observations are plotted to the left and from
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the T$S model simulations to the right� For the tide gauges� the seasonal amplitude is plotted
as a function of the observed wind �eld �i�e� either Frigg� Eko�sk or Bl�avands Huk�� and for
the model simulated amplitude as function of the atmospheric model wind �eld at Eko�sk� In
Figure ���� the seasonal amplitude is plotted against the variability in the annual wind �eld
to investigate the in�uence from the variability in the wind instead of only the strength� In
Figure ���� the seasonal amplitude is plotted against the local annual variability in the sea level�
This �gure is plotted to try to eliminate the e�ects due to the spatial changes in the wind �eld
caused by the location of the meteorological observations being far away from these coastal
validation points� For the tide gauges� the standard deviation in the observed sea level data is
used as a measure of the sea level variability� For the model data the standard deviations in
the sea level were not directly available� and the amplitude of the annual constituent Sa is used
instead� as the Sa constituent can be considered as representing the annual variability in the sea
level caused by the atmospheric �eld �Amin� ����� Information about Sa was available only
for �ve years of model data� as Sa values were not saved from the harmonic analyses for �
�

Figure �� displays a weak correlation between the amplitude and the annual mean wind par�
ticularly for the model data� From Figure ���� is seen a modest correlation with an increase in
the amplitude for an increase in the wind variability for the three northernmost stations along
the British east coast� This pattern is seen for both the tide gauge data and the model simu�
lations� For the model data� the amplitudes for �
 �with st�dev� � ��� m�s� fall outside the
correlations� but that might be caused by the relatively weak mean wind �eld in the model data
for this year� as seen in Table �����

One pattern that might be important is observed in Figure ����� For the model�simulated
signal� the four northernmost stations along the British east coast� i�e� Wick� Leith� North
Shields and Lowestoft show a larger dependence on the local annual sea level variability than
seen for Sheerness and the four Danish stations� Additionally� a comparison of Figures �� and
���� reveals for the model�simulated signal at the Danish stations a slightly stronger correlation
to the wind �elds than the local sea level variability� This may indicate that the seasonal signal
in the North Sea has di�erent causes� It seems possible that the signal in the northern part
of the North Sea could be more in�uenced by the local changes in the sea level� than seen for
the southern part of the North Sea and especially along the Danish coast� In the southern part
of the North Sea� where the tidal wave has propagated longer in shallow waters� the seasonal
signal seems to be more in�uenced by an externally generated signal� as for instance the wind
�eld over the North Sea� and less by the local sea level� Of course� this conclusion is based on
a very limited set of data� but at least there seems to be an indication that the signal in the
North Sea is caused by di�erent generation mechanisms� More data are needed to investigate
this further� Furthermore� this suggestion of di�erent generation mechanisms is mainly obtained
from the model�simulated seasonal signal� For the seasonal signal calculated from the tide gauge
observations� a more blurred pattern is observed� This might indicate that the mechanisms
causing the seasonal signal are more complicated than what is captured in the model� Local
e�ects such as wind set�up inside harbours� where most of the tide gauges are located� may be
possible reasons for the di�erences observed between the tide gauge and model data� E�ects of
baroclinic processes may also contribute to the observed disagreements between the tide gauges
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and the barotropic model results�

The dependence of MA� and MB� amplitudes on the wind �eld have been investigated to
see if the separation of the seasonal e�ect into MA� and MB� constituents show a di�erent
dependence on the wind �eld and the local sea level variability� and consequently complicate
the dependence of the combined modulation wave on the wind and sea level variability� These
analyses gave no further information for either the tide gauge observations or the model data� To
make a more robust statistical investigation� � years �������� except ���� ��� and ���
of analyzed data from the tide gauge station in Esbjerg were obtained via Hvidberg�Knudsen
et al� ����� The MA� and MB� amplitudes are plotted in Figure ���� as a function of the
Sa amplitudes� A linear �t is shown together with the linear correlation coe!cient� A trend
with an increase in the MA� and MB� amplitudes for an increase in the Sa amplitude is seen�
but correlation coe!cients of less than ��� indicate that the local atmospheric in�uence � here
represented by the Sa amplitude � does not play a clearly dominant role for the seasonal tidal
signal at Esbjerg� This is in agreement with the �ndings from Pugh and Vassie ���� who
analyzed the correlation of the variation in the M� constituent to the residual surges for 	� and
�� years of tide gauge data from Newlyn and Southend� located at the western and eastern side
of the southern part of the Britain� respectively� and found little signi�cant correlation�

The �ndings in Section ����	 concerning the local in�uence on theMA� andMB� phase lags are
in relatively good agreement with the indications above of di�erent generation mechanisms� In
Figure ��� only little local in�uence was found on the MA� and MB� phase lags in agreement
with the indications of a larger dependence on the remote wind �eld� than on the local sea level
variability� For the British coast a change in the behaviour of the phase lag di�erences was
observed between the three northernmost stations and Lowestoft and Sheerness to the south�
This does agree with the indications of a more local in�uence in the northern part of the North
Sea and a more external in�uence in the southern part�
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Figure ��� Amplitude of the modulation wave plotted as a function of the annual mean wind�
Tide gauge data to the left and model simulations to the right�
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Figure ����� Amplitude of the modulation wave plotted as a function of the standard deviation
in the annual wind �eld� Tide gauge data to the left and model simulations to the right�
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Figure ����� Amplitude of the modulation wave plotted as a function of the annual sea level
variability� Tide gauge data to the left and model simulations to the right�
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Figure ����� Amplitude of the MA� and MB� constituent plotted as a function of the Sa ampli�
tude for �� years of data from the tide gauge at Esbjerg�

����� Baroclinic Model

With the purpose to investigate the e�ect of baroclinic processes on the seasonal signal� data
from a 	D baroclinic model have been analyzed� Results from the baroclinic model developed
by Roger Proctor� POL� U�K� with a set�up covering the north western European shelf area
have been investigated� The model solves the full 	D equations on a Arakawa B grid using
�coordinates� The spatial resolution of the model is ���

�

� in latitude and ���
�

� in longitude �see
Proctor and James ���� for more information about the model�� Data used for this study were
from a model run forced with nine tidal constituent at the open boundaries �Q�� O�� K�� ���
N��M�� L�� S�� andM�� and forced with atmospheric winds� pressure and solar radiation input�
Data from one year of simulation �Nov� ��� � Oct� ��� were kindly provided by Jason Holt�
POL� Harmonic analyses of the sea level data were carried out for each month� The 	D model
clearly captured an annual variation in the M� constituent� with maximum amplitudes in mid
summer �June� and minimum amplitudes in winter �December�� The simulated annual variation
in the M� amplitude� i�e� the M� amplitude in December subtracted from the June amplitude�
is plotted in Figure ���	� In general� the same coastal e�ect pattern is observed as found from
the �D model simulations� but the model revealed far too large annual variations in the M�

constituent� For the German Bight area� where the highest variations are found� variations of
more than �� cm are seen� which are unrealistic values� In defence of these poor results from
the 	D�model� the model was constructed with the purpose to simulate other parameters� such
as temperature and salinity� and the main focus in the calibration of the model is� therefore� not
on calibration and validation with respect to sea level� The model is still improved and it is the
intention to investigate later versions of the model�

����� Bed Friction Test

The seasonal e�ects in the MA� and MB� constituents are clearly identi�ed as shallow water
phenomena� To estimate the in�uence from non�linear friction� numerical tests with the �D
barotropic model Mike �� have been carried out� These tests are simple ones� with the objective
to estimate the dependence of the bed friction� Two Mike �� model runs� forced with tides only�
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Figure ���	� Annual variation of the M� amplitude from the 
D model� Units are in metres�

were carried out for one year of simulation ���� �� � ��� ��� with one model run with
a low bed friction coe!cient �Manning number� M�	� �m����s� in Eqn� ����� and one with a
high bed friction coe!cient �M�	� �m����s��� The di�erence in the bed friction corresponds to
an increase in the total water column by �	 at all grid points from the high friction model
run to the low friction model run� but they are both realistic friction values and within the
range used in the current operational model set�up at DMI� These two model runs were carried
out to estimate the non�linear interaction between the tidal wave components caused by the
bed friction� Two additional Mike �� model runs were carried out forced with both tidal and
atmospheric forcing� These two model runs were carried out with the same two bed friction
coe!cients� with the objective to estimate the non�linear interaction between the tidal wave and
the atmospherically induced sea level changes� In Tables ���� and ���� are shown the modulation
wave S�t� calculated from the four model runs� Results are shown for six data points along a
line crossing the southern part of the North Sea from the coast of mid England in the west to
the German Bight area in east� and for a grid point near to Esbjerg at the Danish Wadden Sea
coast� The locations of the data points are shown in Figure ����� In the two tables are shown the
amplitude of the modulation wave in absolute values �cm�� relative to theM� amplitude and the
phase lag for the maximum M�� For the two model runs forced with tides only �T model runs��
the larger bed friction extracts more energy from the water column at the three most westerly
points on the line across the North Sea� resulting in smaller tides� However� at points 
� � and at
the Esbjerg point the higher bed friction results in a larger seasonal signal� This demonstrates
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that the non�linear bed friction is at least a signi�cant factor in determining the seasonal signal�
A dependence is seen on the propagation time of the tidal wave in shallow water areas� as a
clear seasonal signal �i�e� above the annual signal of M� by ���
 � is only found in the eastern
part of the North Sea� For the two model runs forced with both tidal and atmospheric �elds
�T$S model runs�� a pronounced increase in the signal is seen at points �� 
� � and Esbjerg for
both an increase in the bed friction and compared to the T model runs�

These Mike �� model runs display that the seasonal signal is caused by non�linear interaction�
and partly due to the bed friction� between both the tidal wave components and the tidal�surge
interaction� with a signi�cant contribution from the latter� This is in agreement with the NEAC
model results in Section ��
��� The Mike �� model runs were carried out with nested areas�
which enables a grid resolution of � n�m� ��� km� in the Wadden Sea� and at Esbjerg the model
simulated seasonal signal of 	 agrees well with the tide gauge observations� This supports that
the main part of the missing strength in the NEAC model derived seasonal signal compared to
the tide gauge observations might be caused by the coarse grid resolution of 	
 km in the NEAC
model�

Figure ����� Mike � set�up used for the friction tests� The location of the data points in
Table ���� and Table ��� are indicated by the dots�

��� Summary of Seasonal Variations in M�

A summary of the �ndings of the investigations of the seasonal signal is that the accuracy of the
T�P data enables o��shore observations of the deviations in the main constituentM�� This new
knowledge about the spatial behaviour of the seasonal signal has been used as validation for a
numerical model� The model results con�rm that the seasonal signal is caused by non�linear
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Low friction model run Point � Point � Point 	 Point � Point 
 Point � Esbjerg

Amplitude �cm� ���� ���� ��	� ���
 ��	� ���
 ��
�

Rel� amplitude � � ��
� ��
� ��
	 ��
� ���� �� ���

Phase lag ��� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ���

High friction model run Point � Point � Point 	 Point � Point 
 Point � Esbjerg

Amplitude �cm� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ����

Rel� amplitude � � ���� ��
� ��
� ���� ���� ���� ���	

Phase lag ��� �� �� �	 �� ��
 ��� ���

Table ����� The modulation wave for the two Mike � T model runs calculated for the six data
points on the line across the North Sea � numbered from west to east � and for the Esbjerg grid
point�

Low friction model run Point � Point � Point 	 Point � Point 
 Point � Esbjerg

Amplitude �cm� ��	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	�

Rel� amplitude � � ���	 ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���

Phase lag ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��

High friction model run Point � Point � Point 	 Point � Point 
 Point � Esbjerg

Amplitude �cm� ��� ��
� ��	� ���
 ��� ��� ��	�

Rel� amplitude � � ���	 ��� ���� ���� ��	� ��� ���

Phase lag ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��

Table ����� The modulation wave for the two Mike � T�S model runs calculated for the six
data points on the line across the North Sea � numbered from west to east � and for the Esbjerg
grid point�

interaction� and by that is a shallow water phenomena� which was previously indicated from
investigations based on coastal tide gauge data� The model tests reveal that the main part of
the seasonal signal is a barotropic phenomena and caused by the non�linear interaction� with a
strong dependency to the tide�surge interaction� The in�uence from the non�linear bed friction
is shown to be signi�cant� Furthermore the model simulations indicate that the seasonal signal
in the North Sea area may have slightly di�erent causes� The seasonal variations along the
northern part of the British east coast seem to be more in�uenced by a locally generated signal
than in the southern part of the North Sea� where the variations seem to be more in�uenced
from a signal generated remote in the North Sea� This is partly validated by the tide gauge
data� but the tide gauge observations show in general a more blurred pattern than obtained
from the model results� indicating that the generation of the seasonal signal is more complicated
than what is captured in the barotropic models alone� This could be due to small scale and near
coastal shallow water e�ects not captured in the models� and also contributions to the signal
from baroclinic processes� Baroclinic e�ects from small scales as fresh water plumes and up to
large scales in both space and time as the steric e�ect might contribute to the seasonal signal�
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Unfortunately it has not been possible within this study to test the in�uence from any baroclinic
processes with model data�

M� Amin� POL� UK� has previously suggested that the observed seasonal signal in the tidal
constituent M� might be caused by larger friction in the winter months �due to the higher wave
amplitudes� that will extract more energy from the tidal wave� and opposite in the summer
months� where less energy will be extracted from the tidal wave� The results shown here from
the few tide gauges located in both hemispheres do support this theory with positive deviations
in theM� amplitude in summer time and negative deviations in winter time in each hemisphere�
Also the model results found with the high dependence on bed friction and the strong in�uence
from the atmospheric �elds tend to con�rm this theory�

Inclusions in tidal predictions

Inclusions of the MA� and MB� constituents in a tidal prediction at a speci�c location will
reveal an average seasonal variation in the M� constituent� The accuracy of this seasonal signal
will depend on the variability of the tide�surge interaction in that area� To determine if the
MA� and MB� constituents has to be included in a tidal prediction at a speci�c station� a
counterbalance of the signal to noise ratio of the seasonal signal at that station has to be done�
If large inter annual variabilities in the MA� and MB� constituents exist� the error introduced
in the tidal predictions by including these constituents might be of the same order of magnitude
as the error of not resolving for the seasonal signal� However� by not including signi�cant MA�

and MB� constituents in a prediction will for certain introduce an error in the tidal prediction�



Chapter 	

Atmospheric E�ects on Sea Level

��� The Wind E�ect

The atmospheric winds play an important role in transferring momentum into the ocean� The
part of the ocean in�uenced by the wind energy input is named the oceanic top boundary layer�
or the Ekman layer which has a vertical scale of the order ������ m depending on the wind and
the strati�cation in the water column� The magnitude of the wind input on the ocean surface
is estimated from the empirical drag formulation

	�W � � cD�W � �a W�	
�� �
���

where the wind stress 	 on the surface is a function of the wind speed at �� m W�	� the density
of the atmosphere �a� and a drag coe!cient cD depending on the roughness of the surface and
the wind speed W �

����� The Ekman Transport

In the open and deep ocean with the assumptions of a simple situation with a constant blowing
wind� the vertical transport of the wind energy in the water column will be caused by a balance
between the friction force and the Coriolis force� The resulting velocity pro�le will form the
Ekman current spiral with decreasing and rotated velocity vectors with depth� named after V�
W� Ekman� who in ��� described this system� Integrated over the water column the volume
transport will be to an angle of �� to the right �left� on the northern �southern� hemisphere
relative to the atmospheric wind above the atmospheric boundary layer� For an atmospheric
low pressure system the Ekman volume transport will force the water to diverge away from the
low pressure center� and cause a depression of the sea level at the center of the atmospheric low
pressure system� For an atmospheric high pressure system the Ekman volume transport will
force the water to converge� and cause a sea level rise below the high pressure system�

��� The Pressure E�ect

In addition to the wind e�ect also the atmospheric pressure causes movements in the water� An
atmospheric pressure anomaly will force the water mass to move and set up a new sea level to
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balance the new pressure situation�

����� The Inverse Barometer E�ect

Assuming hydrostatic pressure and that the sea has reached an equilibrium situation with the at�
mospheric pressure �eld �i�e� no water currents� a stationary pressure anomaly in the atmosphere
will cause an inverse anomaly in the sea level given by

�� � ��Pa
� g

� �
���

where �� is the sea level deviation� �Pa the atmospheric pressure anomaly� � the water density�
and g the gravity� An atmospheric pressure anomaly of � hPa will cause an inverse response in
the sea level of approximately � cm� This is named the stationary inverse barometer �IB� e�ect�
An estimate of the time for the sea to reach the full developed static inverse barometer e�ect in
equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure anomaly can be obtained from the governing equa�
tions� For the simple situation of a suddenly applied atmospheric anomaly �Pa and assuming
no initial motion in the water before the anomaly is applied the time dependency of the linear
sea response from ��t����� to �max can in � dimension be shown to be of the form

�� � ��Pa
� g

h
�� e�k�cf �t

i
� �
�	�

where t is the time from t � � where the atmospheric anomaly was applied� cf�
p
gh the phase

velocity of the ocean wave set up to adjust for the pressure anomaly� and k an appropriate
wavenumber for the atmospheric pressure system� For the North Sea with a mean water depth
of h � �� m� and a typical length scale of a mesoscale atmospheric system of k � ������ km�� the
time scale for the sea level to adjust to a suddenly applied atmospheric anomaly from ��t�����
to the static IB e�ect is estimated from Eqn� 
�	 to be of the order of half an hour�

An extension of the stationary inverse barometer situation was proposed by Proudman ��
	� by
allowing the atmospheric pressure anomaly to move with the constant velocity ca� The response
in the sea level can then be found from the equations of motion to be of the form

�� � � �Pa

� g
�
�� c�a

c�
f

� �
���

This is named the dynamical inverse barometer e�ect� and the sea response is seen to depend
on the relative velocities between the atmospheric system and the generated oceanic wave� A
larger response in the sea level than for the stationary case in Equation 
�� is seen for a situation
with a small relative velocity di�erence� Friction will� of course� prevent the sea level response
to grow to in�nity�

����� Deviations from the Inverse Barometer E�ect

Observations of relatively large deviations from the theoretical deduced stationary inverse barom�
eter e�ect have been reported and studied in several papers� One obvious possible explanation
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for an e�ect less than the theoretical predicted inverse barometer e�ect for an atmospheric sys�
tem consisting of simple pressure anomaly cell with corresponding geostrophic winds may be
caused by the two contrary contributions to the sea level change from the pressure and the wind
as described in Section 
�����

Hamon ����� investigated tide gauge data from around Australia and found large deviations
from the theoretical static inverse barometer e�ect� Hamon found values of the IB e�ect both
above and less than the theoretical value of � cm�hPa� with a large dependency on the location
of the tide gauges� Also a large frequency dependency of the values was observed� Hamon
suggested that the atmospheric caused sea level response might consist of the static inverse
pressure response and a dynamical response

�atm� � �IB $ �dyn� � �IB $ �p $ �w �
�
�

where the dynamical response is divided into both a pressure and a wind contribution� To explain
the observed large IB deviations Hamon investigated the e�ect from wind set�up along the coast
but concluded that this e�ect could explain only a small part of the observed deviations� Hamon
therefore suggested� and made probable� that the observed IB deviations might be explained by
the e�ects from a travelling shelf wave�

In addition to the non�isostatic pressure responses observed over shelf regions deviations from the
static response have also been reported from more open sea areas� e�g�Woodworth et al� ��
��
who analyzed islands tide gauges in the southern Atlantic� They found a pronounced deviations
from the theoretical IB e�ect at a time scale of 
 days� and suggested a global atmospheric

�day pressure wave to be the most likely forcing mechanism� Analyses of altimetry data do
in general support these �ndings from the tide gauge observations with large deviations from
the theoretical IB e�ect �Fu and Pihos � ��� Gaspar and Ponte� ��� ���Woodworth et al��
�
�� Numerical simulations have been performed to further investigate the IB e�ect� and the
correlation between the pressure and wind e�ect �Gaspar and Ponte� ��� ��� Ponte� ����
Ponte ���� found from numerical simulations in the northern Atlantic that the static barometer
e�ect dominates the sea level variability compared to the dynamical e�ect �Eqn� 
�
� for time
scales larger than a few days� and that a signi�cant anti correlation between the simulated
pressure and wind induced sea level deviations causes a decrease in the IB e�ect of �����  for
the northern Atlantic� Furthermore relative good agreements between the IB e�ect determined
from T�P altimetry observations and a global numerical model have been found by Gaspar
and Ponte ���� ���� From model simulations forced with atmospheric pressure only and
with both atmospheric pressure and winds they were able to estimate that deviations from the
theoretical IB e�ect might be due to the dynamical response in the sea level caused by both the
pressure�driven and the wind�driven dynamical e�ects�

The variability of the atmospheric pressure shows a signi�cant latitude dependency with larger
variability at higher latitudes than at lower latitudes� For periods larger than a few days the
static atmospheric pressure contribution dominates the total atmospheric induced sea level vari�
ations �e�g� Ponte ������ The IB e�ect will therefore play a larger role than the dynamical
e�ects at high latitudes� which is consistent with that the largest deviations from the theoretical
IB e�ect are found at low latitudes �Gaspar and Ponte� ��� ��� Ponte� ����
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����� Estimation of the IB E�ect in the Eastern North Sea

The inverse barometer e�ect has been estimated for Esbjerg and Hanstholm along the Danish
coast to represent the shallow and coastal area in the North Sea highly in�uenced by local
wind e�ects� Eight years of 	 hourly residual sea levels �observations � tidal prediction� from
the on�shore tide gauges in Esbjerg ������� and Hanstholm ������� are plotted in
Figure 
�� as function of atmospheric pressure observations from the synop stations at Bl�avands
Huk �	 km WNW of Esbjerg� and from Thisted Airport �� km SSE of Hanstholm� The IB
e�ect is estimated by a linear regression to be ���� cm�hPa and ���� cm�hPa for Esbjerg and
Hanstholm� respectively� These IB deviations from the theoretical value show that the theoretical
IB value is highly interrupted in this area and that the dynamical response dominates over the
static IB response along the Danish coast� These IB values value are comparable with the values
found by Hamon ����� from tide gauges on the western and southern coast of Australia� As
described above Hamon concluded that a shelf wave was more likely to explain the IB deviations
than a local wind set�up� No further investigations of the cause to the IB deviations along the
Danish coast have been performed� but a tendency is seen in Figure 
�� for the Esbjerg data for
larger deviations from the theoretical IB value for the extreme pressure anomalies � both for the
high and low pressure values� This may indicate that the wind e�ect and wind set�up�set�down
from the strong winds associated with the strong pressure anomalies may play an important
factor in explaining the large deviation in this area from the theoretical IB value of �� cm�hPa�
When the extreme sea level residuals for ���� cm are excluded for the Esbjerg data the IB e�ect
is estimated to be ���� cm�hPa� For the o��shore station at Horns rev the IB e�ect is estimated
to be ���� cm�hPa and ���	 cm�hPa� for the two data periods� respectively �see Appendix A��
This supports that the wind set�up along the coast may explain part of the large deviation from
the theoretical value for the IB values estimated at Esbjerg�

��� Atmospheric Tide

The tidal forces do also e�ect the air masses in the atmosphere and cause atmospheric tides�
In altimetry observations corrections for the atmospheric load �IB e�ect� are often required� as
for instance for ocean tidal analyses� and the atmospheric tides may interact with the loading
corrections� Ray ���� emphasized that e�ort should be taken to avoid atmospheric tidal
signal when corrections for the atmospheric loading are made� by using the static IB e�ect� as
mismodelling of the atmospheric tide will directly go into the sea level estimate and especially
the ocean tide�

The atmospheric tides is here estimated for � years ������� of atmospheric pressure obser�
vations from the synop station in Bl�avands Huk located �	 km WNW of Esbjerg� The spectrum
from a Fourier transformation of the � years of data is shown in Figure 
��� The spectrum is
seen to be highly dominated by long periodic signals� and less than 	 of the energy is located
at frequencies larger than f�������� Hz �T ��� days�� Peaks at the diurnal and semi�diurnal
tidal frequencies �f���� ���� Hz and f���	 ���� Hz respectively� are seen� and the largest tidal
signals are found from a harmonic tidal analysis to be ���� hPa and ���� hPa for the S� and
S� tidal constituents� respectively� This estimates the e�ect of the atmospheric tides on the sea
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	� ��

Figure 
��� Scatter plot of residual sea level as function of atmospheric pressure observations at
Esbjerg �left	 and Hanstholm �right	�

level in this area to be of the order of less than half a centimeter�

��� 	The Summer Wave �

��

The most severe sea level changes caused by the weather are in the North Sea due to winter
storm surges with time scales of hours to days and on a large spatial scale� To illustrate severe
e�ects on a signi�cantly smaller time and spatial possible caused by the atmospheric system�
the situation of the ���� �� will be described�

In the morning of the ��� of July �� abrupt and severe sea level changes � for the Danish
area � were observed along the Danish North Sea coast� The maximum sea level residuals and
the corresponding arrival times are shown in Table 
�� at four tide gauges� Time series for the
observed sea level at three of the stations Hvide Sande� Torsminde and Thybor�n are available
and are shown in Figure 
�	� The sea level increased at a rate of up to �� cm�min and occurred
with local maxima at about �	������� UTC on increasing tide with the tidal maximum at about
�	 UTC� The total disturbance of the sea level had a time scale of about � hour�

Station Latitude Time �UTC� Residual �m�

Hvide Sande 
�� ��� N �	� ���

Torsminde 
�� ��� N ��� ��


Ferring 
�� 	�� N ��
 ���

Thybor�n 
�� ��� N �
� ���

Table 
��� Observed sea level residual in the morning at ��� �����
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Figure 
��� FFT analysis of atmospheric pressure observations from Bl�avands Huk� Denmark�
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Long ocean waves that enter the North Sea propagate around in the North Sea as Kelvin waves
with re�ection at the southern coast� The arrival time of the abrupt sea level at the stations in
Table 
�� excludes such a long wave propagation along the Danish coast from south to north� as
this would require an unrealistic high wave speed in this area of more than ��� km�h� Due to
the shallow water depth in this area the barotropic wave speed cf�

p
gh is less than �� km�h�

The ocean wave� therefore� has to be generated locally inside the North Sea� and an explanation
has been looked for in the atmospheric system�

In the morning of the ��� July a low pressure system was developed north east of Scotland�
and a severe thunderstorm was observed east of the low pressure system over the central part
of the North Sea� The thunderstorm was observed by a satellite image and by the lightning
observation system� A propagation of the system towards NNE was detected with a speed of
����� m�s� The meteorological situation at the ��� of July is described in more detail in Aakj�r
et al� ����� This meteorological situation has similarities with the meteorological situation
that occurred over Copenhagen the 	�� of June ��� where a severe thunderstorm was followed
by an abrupt change in the atmospheric pressure of about � hPa on a time scale of less than one
hour� For the situation at the ���� �� atmospheric pressure and wind observations were only
available from an oil platform in the Gorm oil �eld� about ��� km west of the thunderstorm
track� The observations provided by M�rsk Olie og Gas A�S and DHI showed an atmospheric
low pressure system with a duration of approximately � day from the evening of ����� The
pressure observations during this � day low system are very �uctuating with an abrupt increase
in the pressure in the morning of ���� of about � hPa over a time scale of one hour� This
indicate that a larger pressure anomaly may have occurred at the center of the thunderstorm�
Assuming an atmospheric pressure anomaly of about 
�� hPa� as was observed for the situation
in June �� over Copenhagen� the dynamical inverse barometer e�ect �Eqn� 
��� estimates that
an ocean wave with an amplitude of ���� cm may have been generated�

By assuming conservation of momentum in the water column and using the relation between the
phase speed and particle velocity for a long wave� the following simple estimate of the shoaling
e�ect for a long wave is found

�	
��
�

s
h�
h	

� �
���

where the subscripts denote two vertical sections� � is the wave height and h the water depth�
For the case with an ocean wave amplitude of about �� cm at a water depth of �� m at the
location of the thunderstorm� the wave amplitude will increase to nearly �� cm at a water depth
of 	 m� where the tide gauges measured the wave� Due to the lack of pressure observations from
the thunderstorm area it can not be proved that the thunderstorm generated the ocean wave�
However� the time scale and the velocity of the thunderstorm� together with the estimated size
of the pressure anomaly� make the thunderstorm to a very probable explanation�

At Christmas night ��	 a somehow similar situation with an abrupt atmospheric pressure
anomaly of � hPa was observed� This atmospheric pressure anomaly moved from the northern
part of the North Sea over Denmark� and abrupt sea level changes were observed along the
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Figure 
�	� Observed sea level at ��� ���� from three pressure gauges provided by the Danish
Coastal Authority� Data are four minutes averages of ��� sec sampled observations�

Danish North Sea coast with residuals of up to � m� The ocean wave was calculated to enter the
coast from the same direction as the propagation of the atmospheric pressure system �H�jerslev �
���� Nielsen and Klausen� ����� Those two situations from ��	 and �� demonstrate that
very abrupt sea level changes on time scales of less than one hour may be caused by abrupt
changes in the atmospheric system� The generation of such short periodic and relative strong
sea level disturbances may be a relatively rare phenomenon� as it requires both abrupt and
strong atmospheric perturbations� and a velocity of the atmospheric system to be comparable
with an ocean wave propagation� However� the occurrence of abrupt sea level changes may on
the other hand happen more frequently� than what would be the impression from inspection
of tide gauge records� as the standard �
�minutes sampling interval may fail to observe these
disturbances� This was actually the case with the situation at ��� of July ��� where only one
of the �
�minutes sampling tide gauges �Ferring� along the Danish North Sea coast caught the
wave� Also the post�processing quality check of the tide gauge observations may exclude such
short periodic phenomena and regard such abrupt sea level changes as instruments failures�
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Tidal Modelling

Model simulations have been performed with the Mike �� model in order to identify possible
improvements of the operational storm surge warning system for the North Sea by including
tidal information obtained from altimetry� Tidal information is introduced in the model at the
open model boundaries� and the e�ect from the inclusion of tidal information obtained from
altimetry at the model boundary has been validated and is described in Section ���� The model
simulations have furthermore been used to estimate the e�ect of the atmospheric in�uence on the
ocean tides� This has been performed by validation of the model derived tidal constituents from
model simulations with high and low resolution atmospheric forcings and without atmospheric
forcing� These results are described in Section ��	���

The Mike �� model has been run with di�erent boundary and atmospheric forcing �elds as
shown in Table ��� for a one year period� The period ��� �� � ��� �� was chosen in order
to cover the data period from the deployed o��shore instrument at Horns Rev� The model is
run with a time step of 	�� s giving a CFL criterion �or Courant number� which should ensure
a stable wave solution� The CFL criterion de�ned as

cf � �t

�s�
p
�
�

for a �D model where cf �
p
gh is the barotropic phase velocity� �t the time step� and �s the

grid space� estimates the number of grid points the wave information travel during one time step�
For the main part of the model domain the Courant number is less than �� A maximum Courant
number is found in the Norwegian trench of less than 
� which should still ensure a stable wave
solution� In the coarse model domain of  n�m� ocean waves with a minimum wavelength of 		
km are resolved� and all the shallow water tides with wave lengths on scales of several hundreds
of km are therefore resolved by the model�

��� Tidal Forcing

Mike �� has two open boundaries� a southern boundary in the British Channel� and a northern
boundary between the northern part of Scotland and Stavanger� Norway� The tidal forcing
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Run Tidal forcing Atm� forcing

M���T German maps none

M���TAltimetry Altimetry none

M���TEC German maps ECMWF

M���THIR German maps HIRLAM

Table ���� Tidal and atmospheric forcing used in the Mike � model simulations�

consists of the tidal waves introduced into the model at the two open boundaries� This is� as
mentioned in Chapter 	� common practice for hydrodynamical modelling in the North Sea� as
the uncertainty in determining the tidal constituents at the open boundaries may be larger than
the contribution generated internally in the North Sea from the tidal potential� In the current
model set up used for the storm surge warning system at DMI the southern boundary tidal
wave is generated from tidal constituents obtained from the Admiralty Tables at the stations
Dungeness� U�K�� and Wissant� France �Admiralty � ���� The tidal wave at the southern
boundary is generated from the main constituents O�� K�� S� and M� plus corrections for the
higher order shallow water constituents� At the northern open boundary the tides are caused by
a tidal wave propagating into the North Sea from the Atlantic Ocean west of the British Isles�
and a tidal wave propagation southwards from the Norwegian Sea� Information about the tidal
constituents at this open model boundary is currently obtained from readings of old German
calculated tidal maps covering the North Sea �Marineobservatorium� ����� The tidal wave is
generated from the following ten tidal constituents� O�� P�� K�� N�� ��� M�� S�� K�� M� and
MS��

With the objective to estimate if the model simulated tides in the North Sea can be improved
by inclusion of altimetry observations� a new tidal forcing �eld at the northern model boundary
has been constructed� The new tidal information at the northern boundary is obtained from
the global tide model Andersen�Grenoble �AG
��� by Ole B� Andersen� KMS� The tide model
AG
�� is an extension of the hydrodynamical model FES��� �Provost et al�� ��� by inclusion
of two years of T�P altimetry data �see Shum et al� ���� for details about the AG
�� model��
This new tidal boundary forcing �eld is generated from the seven constituents� O�� P�� K�� N��
M�� S� and K��

A validation of the simulated tides from two model runs forced with the northern tidal boundary
generated from the former German maps readings and the altimetry based observations is shown
in Table ���� The validation is made for eight tidal constituents as a vector RSS �described in
Appendix C� with respect to a data set consisting of nine in�situ instruments located around the
North Sea coast� eight tide gauges �Wick� Leith� North Shields� Lowestoft� Sheerness� Esbjerg�

O� K� N� M� S� M� MS� M�

M���Taltimetry ��� cm ��
 cm ��� cm ���� cm ��� cm �� cm 	�	 cm ��� cm

M���T ��� cm ��� cm 
�� cm ���	 cm �� cm 
�� cm 	�
 cm ��
 cm

Table ���� RSS for validation of the Mike � tidal forcing �elds to nine tide gauges�
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Hanstholm� and Hirtshals� and the o��shore instrument at Horns Rev� Small improvements in
the model simulated tides are seen for the altimetry based tidal forcing compared to the former
readings from the German tidal maps for the constituents O�� M� and M� with improvements
of ��� cm � ��� cm� whereas a less accurate validation to the in�situ observations are seen for
the constituents K�� N� and S�� with a larger RSS error of up to ��� cm for the S� constituent�
A total RSS error summed over the � constituents shows no di�erence in the accuracy between
the altimetry based and the German maps based tidal forcing �elds�

Figure ��� shows the model derived phase lag for the largest tidal constituent� M�� for the two
di�erent tidal forcing �elds at the northern model boundary� The most important di�erence be�
tween the M� phase lag maps shown is the location of the northern amphidromical point� The
Mike �� run with the northern tidal boundary based on the altimetry locates the amphidromical
point south west of Norway� whereas the Mike �� run with the northern tidal boundary based on
the readings from the German maps places the co�tidal lines as the amphidromical point would
be located in�land in Norway� The tide gauge records available from Tregde and Stavanger in
Norway give no indication of the position of the amphidromical point� but most of the available
maps of the M� constituent do agree on the �in�land� location �e�g� Pugh ������Marineobser�
vatorium ������� The German map based tidal forcing at the northern boundary is� therefore�
chosen for the rest of the Mike �� simulations described here� To explain part of the di�erence
in the location of the amphidromical point it is worth to notice that the current model set up
has been extensively calibrated with the northern tidal boundary based on the tidal constituents
from the German maps� Speci�cally the bed friction parameterization in this complicated area
with a steep topography at the Norwegian Trench has been tuned� This has in�uenced the tidal
pattern in the area� and a re�calibration with the altimetry based tidal boundary may result in
a re�positioning of the M� amphidromical point�

��� Tidal Validation and Model Inter comparison

To estimate the accuracy of the Mike �� derived tidal constituents a further validation including
o��shore tidal observations mainly from oil platforms� and an inter comparison with a global tide
model have been performed together with Ole B� Andersen� KMS� The coarse Mike �� model
grid with the  n�m� ����� km� resolution has been validated with �� in�situ observations for an
o��shore area in the central part of the North Sea� and the �ner model domain with a spatial
resolution of 	 n�m� �
�� km� has for the eastern North Sea been validated at � stations �both
o��shore and coastal�� The station locations are shown in Figure ��� for the central and the
eastern North Sea area to the left and right in the �gure� respectively� Data from the global
tide model AG
�� by Ole B� Andersen� KMS� was chosen for the model inter comparison� This
global model has a spatial resolution of ��
�� ��
��
A validation of the tidal constituents derived by the two model simulations has been performed
for the four constituents� O�� K�� M� and S�� The calculated RSS values of the two in�situ
validation data sets are shown in Tables ��	 and ��� for both the Mike �� and the AG
��
models� For the validation with the �� stations in the central part of the North Sea a better
accuracy in the determination of the tidal constituents is obtained from the Mike �� model than
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Figure ���� Mike � derived M� phase lag for the model run forced with northern tidal boundary
�eld based on the German tidal constituent maps �left	� and based on altimetry �right	�

from the AG
�� model� This would be expected due to the much higher spatial resolution in
the Mike �� model with twice the resolution in the longitudes and triple the resolution in the
latitudes than the AG
�� model� For the validation with the � stations located in the eastern
part of the North Sea both models show a signi�cantly decrease in the accuracy of estimating
the M� and S� constituents� This reveals that both models have problems in reproducing the
shoaling e�ect in the coastal area� For the two diurnal constituents only a small decrease in the
accuracy is observed for both models� compared to the validation set in the central North Sea�

O� K� M� S�
Mike ��  n�m� grid �M���T� ��� cm ��	 cm 	�� cm ��� cm

AG
�� ��	 cm ��	 cm ��
 cm 	�� cm

Table ��	� RSS values for validation of Mike � �� n�m grid	 and AG���� to  in�situ observa�
tions located in the central part of the North Sea�

O� K� M� S�
Mike �� 	 n�m� grid �M���T� ��� cm ��� cm ���� cm ���� cm

AG
�� ��� cm ��� cm �
�� cm ��� cm

Table ���� RSS values for validation of Mike � �
 n�m� grid	 and AG���� to � stations �both
on� and o��shore	 in the eastern part of the North Sea�
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Figure ���� Validation points for the model derived tidal constituents�

��� Atmospheric Forcing

With the objective to estimate the e�ect of the atmosphere on the ocean tidal constituents
Mike �� simulations have been performed with and without atmospheric forcing� and with
both a low and high resolution in the atmospheric forcing� The atmospheric forcing has been
obtained from the ECMWFmodel with ��
� spatial resolution and � hourly temporal resolution�
and from the DMI�HIRLAM�E model with a ���
� �rotated grid� spatial resolution and 	 hours
time resolution� The atmospheric data are interpolated to the Mike �� coarse model domain
����� km� by a bi�linear interpolation�

The atmospheric pressure at mean sea level� and the wind at �� m above the sea surface� is
transferred into the hydrodynamical model via the momentum equation� The atmospheric wind
is transformed into surface stress by the empirical drag formulation �Eqn� 
���� with the following
expression for the drag coe!cient CD �Vested et al�� ����

CD �

�
������$ �����WWt

for W � Wt

������ for W � Wt

with a threshold value for the wind Wt � �� m�s�

	���� The Atmospheric In
uence on the Tidal Constituents

An estimate of the e�ect on the tidal constituent of the atmospheric �elds in the North Sea
has been carried out from the model runs forced with the two atmospheric forcing �elds� A
validation of the model derived tidal constituents is shown in Table ��
 with respect to the data
set consisting of nine in�situ observations �Wick� Leith� North Shields� Lowestoft� Sheerness�
Horns Rev� Esbjerg� Hanstholm and Hirtshals��

The RSS measures in Table ��
 are very similar for the two model simulations� and no signi�cant
in�uence on the model estimated tidal constituents of the two di�erent atmospheric forcing �elds
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O� K� N� M� S� M� MS� M�

M���THIR ��� cm �� cm 
�� cm ���� cm �� cm 
�� cm 	�� cm ��� cm

M���TEC �� cm ��� cm 
�� cm ���� cm �� cm 
�
 cm 	�� cm ��
 cm

Table ��
� RSS for validation of the Mike � estimated tidal constituents to nine tide gauges�

is found� In comparing the RSS values for the validation of the model run without atmospheric
forcing �M���T� in Table ��� small improvements for the validation with the nine in�situ points
are found for the constituents O�� N��M��M�� MS� and M�� The largest relative improvement
of � is found for M�� A slightly less accurate estimation of the K� constituent is found with
an increase in the RSS error of � for the HIRLAM forcing included� The largest absolute
improvement of ��� cm �� � is found for the M� constituent for the HIRLAM forcing included�
No improvement is found for the S� constituent� The most crucial di�erence between the two
atmospheric forcing �elds may be the time resolution� as the � hourly values from the ECMWF
atmospheric model implies the critical frequency� fc� to be at the frequency of the second largest
constituent S�� But from the RSS values in Table ��
 it may be concluded that the ECMWF
�elds seem to resolve the S� atmospheric tidal contribution to the same degree as the HIRLAM
�elds � at these nine on�shore validation points�

The spatial distribution of the magnitude of the atmospheric in�uence on the S� constituent is
shown in Figure ��	� The Figure shows the di�erence in the model derived S� amplitude between
the model run with the atmospheric forcing included� and the pure tidal run� A slightly di�erent
spatial pattern is obtained for the two atmospheric forcing �elds applied� A larger in�uence is
in general seen from the ECMWF forcing �eld� Along the British east coast a decrease is seen
in the S� amplitude of ��
 cm and ��� cm for the HIRLAM and ECMWF �elds� respectively� In
the north�eastern part of the North Sea the ECMWF forcing �eld is seen to cause an increase
in the S� amplitude of ��� cm�� whereas the HIRLAM �eld introduces nearly no in�uence in
this area� These di�erences introduced on the ocean S� amplitude might be due to di�erent
interactions at the S� frequency caused by the di�erent time resolution of the two atmospheric
�elds� No signi�cant in�uence on the phase lag of the S� constituent was found in the North
Sea area� In the Skagerrak a delay in the phase lag of up to 
� �corresponding to �� min�� was
found for the model run with the atmospheric forcing included compared to the tidal run�

In Figure ��� is shown the atmospheric in�uence on the model derived M� constituent� The
in�uence on the M� constituent show very much the same pattern for the two di�erent atmo�
spheric forcing �elds applied� An increase in the in�uence on the M� amplitude is seen for the
coastal areas� Along the British east coast the M� amplitude is seen to be decreased by the
inclusion of the atmospheric forcing� The largest in�uence is found for the Skagerrak area with
a decrease of up to ��
 cm and ��� cm for the ECMWF and HIRLAM �elds� respectively� The
atmospheric in�uence is therefore in this area of about �� of the M� tidal range� The larger
in�uence on the M� amplitude from the HIRLAM than the ECMWF forcing �eld might be
caused by the higher resolution in both space and time�
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Figure ��	� The atmospheric in uence on the model derived S� amplitude� For model runs�
�M��TEC	��M��T	 to the left� and �M��THIR	��M��T	 to the right� Contour interval is
��� cm�

Figure ���� The atmospheric in uence on the model derived M� amplitude for model runs�
�M��TEC	��M��T	 to the left� and �M��THIR	��M��T	 to the right� Contour interval is
�� cm�
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Observed and Modelled Sea Level

Variability in the North Sea

�� Study in the Eastern Part of the North Sea

Sea level data from the o��shore bottom pressure gauge at Horns Rev located 
� km o� the
Danish west coast have been used to investigate and identify local e�ects on the existing Danish
coastal tide gauges� and to validate T�P data in this near�coastal and shallow water area�

The eastern part of the North Sea is an important area with respect to the Danish storm surge
warning system� as the largest storm surges occur in this area� The sea level variability decreases
signi�cantly north of the Wadden Sea area� due to a lower tidal range� as seen in Table ���� where
the variability in the sea level and sea level residual are shown together with a measure of how
much of the observed sea level variance that can be explained by the tidal signal� calculated as
the explained variance�

�
�� var�residual�

var�observations�

�
� ���  

Tide gauge Obs� st�dev Res� st�dev Explained var�

Horns Rev �autumn� ��	� m ���� m �� 

Horns Rev �winter� ���	 m ��		 m �� 

Esbjerg ���� m ��	 m �� 

Hvide Sande ���
 m ��	
 m �� 

Torsminde ���	 m ��	� m �� 

Hanstholm ��	� m ���� m � 

Hirtshals ���� m ���	 m �� 

Table ���� Sea level variability and tidal wave dominance in the eastern part of the North Sea
coast� For the on�shore stations the values are estimated from � years of data�
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����� On�shore Tidal Ampli�cation

To identify local e�ects on the tidal wave the on�shore ampli�cation � the shoaling e�ect � of
the tidal constituents have been investigated� In Table ��� are listed the tidal amplitudes at
the Horns Rev station for all constituents of diurnal and higher frequencies with amplitudes
larger than � cm� Also the two friction generated constituents M� and �MS� are listed� To
show the tidal ampli�cation the tidal amplitudes at the on�shore stations in Esbjerg and Hvide
Sande are listed together with the ampli�cation factor for the tidal amplitudes from Horns Rev
towards Esbjerg and Hvide Sande� respectively� A signi�cant di�erent pattern is observed for
the on�shore tidal ampli�cation towards Esbjerg located in an area with islands between the
station and the open sea� and towards Hvide Sande located on the coast directly to the open
sea� At Esbjerg the long diurnal tidal waves are ampli�ed signi�cantly less than the shorter tidal
waves� This may be caused by resonance e�ects in the area around Esbjerg or that the islands
act as obstacles for the tidal wave propagation� The tidal pattern from Esbjerg is� therefore�
seen not to represent the tidal pattern at nearby open water locations� The ampli�cation of
the tidal wave from o��shore towards Hvide Sande north of the Wadden Sea shows signi�cant
ampli�cations of the tidal constituents generated by the non�linear friction �M� and �MS��� No
signi�cant ampli�cation of the linear tidal constituents are observed� The area just north of the
Wadden Sea is� therefore� seen to be highly dominated by friction that extracts momentum out
of the tidal wave for propagation northwards of Horns Rev�

Horns Rev Esbjerg Ampli�cation Hvide Sande Ampli�cation
Constituent �cm� �cm� factor �cm� factor

Q� ��� ��� ��
 ��� ��

O� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

P� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	

K� ��� ��� ��	 ��� ��

�� ��
 �� ��� ��
 ���

N� 
�� ���� ��� ��� ���

�� ��� 
�� 
�� ��
 ���

M� 	��� ��� ��� 	��	 ���

L� �� ��� ��� �� ���

S� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���

K� ��	 
�	 ��	 ��� ���

MN� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

M� 	�� ��� ��� 	�� ���

MS� ��
 	�� ��� ��
 ���

M� ��� ��� 	�� ��� ��


�MS� ��� �� ��	 ��
 	��

Table ���� Amplitudes of tidal constituents at Horns Rev �period 	� Esbjerg and Hvide Sande
and the ampli�cation of the tidal amplitudes from Horns Rev towards Esbjerg �column �	 and
towards Hvide Sande �column �	�
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����� On�shore Sea Level Ampli�cation

The sea level variability obtained from T�P data in the eastern part of the North Sea have
been studied� with the objective to estimate the degree of information that can be obtained
from altimetry� and to validate how well the altimeter performs in this near coastal area� Two
T�P ground tracks continues towards the Danish North Sea coast as shown in Figure ���� The
northern satellite track is a descending track and the southern an ascending track� and both
tracks are� therefore� directed from the sea towards the land� The two satellite tracks reach the
coast very close to two tide gauges located at Torsminde and Hvide Sande�� for the northern and
southern satellite track� respectively� The sea level variability obtained from �ve years of T�P
data �cycles ����� are shown in Figures ��� and ��	 for the ascending and descending track�
respectively� The sea level variability is calculated for all the along track data points from the
two cross�over points seen in Figure ��� and towards the coast� The depth contour lines are
shown in Figure ���� For the ascending satellite �the southern� track data from Horns Rev and
Hvide Sande are available for validation of the T�P values� The standard deviation from the
two data periods from Horns Rev ���	� m for the 	 months autumn period� and ���	 m for the

 months winter�spring data period� respectively� are shown in Figure ��� together with the
coastal sea level variability calculated from �ve years of data from Hvide Sande located �� km
NNE of the last T�P data point towards the coast� With the reservations that the statistic
measures are calculated for di�erent periods for all the three data sources �T�P data� Horns
Rev and Hvide Sande observations�� a good validation of the T�P data is seen for the Horns
Rev data �located 
 km N of the nearest T�P data point�� with approximately �� and � 
of the sea level variance ��
 and 
 of the standard deviation� obtained by the T�P data
compared to the variance obtained in the Horns Rev in situ data for the winter and autumn
period� respectively� The shoaling e�ect across the bank at Horns Rev is seen to be well captured
by the T�P data� The T�P data clearly re�ect that the satellite ground track after passing the
bank is directed along the depth contour lines� For the last data points toward the coast the
shoaling e�ect is seen as an increase in the sea level variability� The satellite at the descending
�the northern� track is approaching the coast in a direction approximately normal to the depth
contours� which is observed in the data as a slow increase in the sea level variability towards
the coast� The only available in�situ data for validation along this track are obtained from the
tide gauge station at Torsminde located �� km SSE of the last T�P data point� and a relatively
good validation of the T�P obtained variability is seen� The last satellite data point towards
the coast is seen to fail� This is obviously caused by the ocean�land border� as the footprint of
the radar signal will observe both the sea and the land�

As the T�P satellite has a �� days repeat period the obtained sea level variability is based on
���days sampled observations� The in�uence of the sampling interval on the in�situ observations
from Horns Rev has therefore been tested� The standard deviations calculated from the Horns
Rev instrument for an hourly and a ���days sampling �arbitrarily chosen� and not at the T�P
sampling�� respectively� are shown in Table ��	� Only a small increase is seen in the variability
caused by the coarse time sampling� This re�ects that the sea level variability is nearly uncor�
related at a time lag of �� days in agreement with the results from the autocorrelation shown

�both gauges operated by the Danish Coastal Authority�
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Figure ���� T�P ground tracks �small crosses	 towards the Danish North Sea coast� The contour
lines show the water depth�

in Figure ��	 for the sea level observations from Esbjerg� It may therefore be concluded that
the coarse sampling interval for the T�P observations does not disturb the obtained sea level
variability information� and the altimeter is able to observe approximately �� of the sea level
variance observed by the in�situ instrument at Horns Rev�

The sea level variability from T�P shown in Figures ��� and ��	 was calculated from a large data
set of ��� data samplings� To estimate the quality of the sea level data obtained by the altimeter
for a shorter period the standard deviation at the along track data point closest to Horns Rev
has been calculated for the period late August �� � April �� ��� data samples� to be ��
�
m� This is a much higher value than the standard deviation found from the data set obtained
from the � years of T�P data with a value of ��	� m� Based on this single validation point it
seems like a long data record is crucial for obtaining good results for the sea level variability�

In�situ � hour In�situ �� days

St� dev� ���� m ���	 m

Table ��	� Standard deviation calculated for hourly and ���days samplings from the Horns Rev
observations�
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Figure ���� Sea level standard deviation obtained from T�P along track data at the ascending
ground track towards the Danish North Sea coast� The in�situ values from the Horns Rev and
Hvide Sande are also shown ��	�

Figure ��	� Sea level standard deviation obtained from T�P along track data at the descending
ground track towards the Danish North Sea coast� The in�situ value from Torsminde is also
shown ��	�
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�� Validation of Model and Altimetry data

����� Validation with the Horns Rev o� shore observations

The ability of the hydrodynamical model to capture the sea level variability in the o��shore
area has been tested� A validation has been performed with model derived sea level information
at Horns Rev where the in�situ observations were available for the period ���� �� � ���
��� The standard deviation for the sea level time series at the Horns Rev data point obtained
from the model simulations� and the standard deviation for the time series of the di�erence
�model � �obs� are shown in Table ���� For comparison the standard deviation for the Horns Rev
in�situ observations is as listed above ���� m for the whole data period� Results are shown in
Table ��� from the model runs M���T� M���THIR� and M���TEC �see Table ��� for the model
runs description�� and for model data extracted from both the coarse and �ne resolution grid�
A signi�cant increase in the sea level variability is seen � as expected � for the model runs with
atmospheric forcing included� Furthermore a slightly better performance is seen for the high
resolution forcing �HIRLAM� compared to the low resolution �ECMWF�� with �� and �� of
the observed sea level variance at Horns Rev �observed variance � ����
 m�� explained by the
model� respectively� For all the model simulations no in�uence of the grid resolution on the sea
level variability is seen for this one o��shore validation point�

Model Grid resolution St� dev���m�� run� St� dev���m�� run � �obs��

M���T 	 n�m� ���� m ��	� m

M���T  n�m� ���� m ��	� m

M���THIR 	 n�m� ���� m ���� m

M���THIR  n�m� ���� m ���� m

M���TEC 	 n�m� ���� m ���	 m

M���TEC  n�m� ���� m ���� m

Table ���� Standard deviations and validation for the model simulated sea level time series at
Horns Rev�

����� Altimetry and model inter�validation

To estimate the agreement between the model simulated sea levels and the T�P observations
an inter�validation for the whole North Sea area has been performed together with Ole B�
Andersen� KMS� The inter�validation included �� T�P data points in the North Sea� The
Mike �� simulated sea levels �in the  n�m� resolution� were interpolated in both space and time
to these altimeter points�

The three months period ���� �� � ��	 �� was chosen for this inter�validation� In this
period a maximum of � T�P repeat cycles were available� In practice the data set was reduced
to 
 repeat cycles at a spatial coverage of ��� points for the T�P observations to be available
at all the spatial points� To eliminate the in�uence from false signals in the altimetry signal all
values above ��� m in both the T�P observations and the model simulations were removed�



	� � Observed and Modelled Sea Level Variability in the North Sea

The standard deviation of the T�P observed sea level heights for the �ve repeat periods are
shown in Figure ��� �top�� The shallow water e�ect is seen to be captured by the altimeter with
large variabilities in the sea level height in the southern and near�coastal part of the North Sea�
In Figure ��� �bottom� is shown the standard deviation for the sea level anomalies� calculated
as the di�erence between the T�P observed and model simulated �M���THIR� sea level heights�
A large reduction in the standard deviation is seen for the sea level anomalies compared to the
sea level heights�
The spatial mean taken over the ��� data points of the standard deviations are listed in Table ��

for sea level heights from the T�P observations and the model simulations �for both a simulation
with only tidal forcing and a simulation with full forcing�� Also listed are the standard deviations
for the sea level anomalies obtained from the di�erences between the observed and simulated
sea level heights� The tidal model simulation is seen to capture about �� of the observed sea
level variabilities and the model simulation with the full forcing is seen to capture about 
� of
the variability at these data points�

Mean st�dev Mean variance

Sea level heights� T�P
Sea level heights� M���T
Sea level heights� M���THIR
Sea level anomalies� T�P � �M���T�
Sea level anomalies� T�P � �M���THIR�

	� cm
�	 cm
�� cm
�� cm
�� cm

�� cm�


�cm�

��� cm�

�� cm�

��� cm�

Table ��
� The spatial mean standard deviation and variances for the �� data points
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Figure ���� The standard deviation for the T�P observed sea level heights �top	� and the sea
level anomalies from the di�erence between the T�P observations and the model �M��THIR	
simulations �bottom	� Both plots are calculated on basis of the �� points in space and � points
in the time domain� Ole B� Andersen� personal communication�



Chapter �

Conclusion

Information about sea level variations obtained from di�erent in�situ measurements� numerical
models and altimetry observations has been combined and validated in the North Sea area with
the objectives to obtain new knowledge about the sea level variations�

One of the main results is the new knowledge in understanding the processes causing the seasonal
variations in the main tidal constituent M�� This phenomenon has previously been observed in
coastal tide gauge data� but the T�P altimetry observations have an accuracy that enables an
estimation of these modulations in the M� constituent� The T�P data have� therefore� provided
valuable new knowledge for the o��shore area with information about the spatial behaviour of
these variations� This o��shore information has in combination with the coastal tide gauges
been used to validate results from numerical models� The numerical model has identi�ed the
phenomenon as caused by non�linear interaction� and by that as a shallow water phenomenon�
which was indicated previously from the coastal tide gauges� The model results furthermore
estimate a large part of the seasonal signal in the M� constituent as a barotropic phenomenon
caused by non�linear interaction between the tidal waves and the surges�

The o��shore instrument deployed by the GEOSONAR project at Horns Rev 
� km west of
the Danish North Sea coast has provided useful measurements� These observed sea level data
have been used to validate both T�P altimetry observations and model simulations in this near�
coastal and shallow water area� A validation of T�P observations at Horns Rev shows that for
a su!cient large data set in the time domain the altimeter is able to catch �� of the sea level
variance observed at Horns Rev� A validation of the Mike �� model simulated sea level showed
that �� of the observed sea level variance was caught by the model� The validation at this
particular o��shore point therefore indicates that improvements of the model can be expected
by including statistical information of sea level obtained from altimetry�

The direct inter�validation between the T�P observations and the model simulated sea level
heights performed on �� data points in the North Sea gave rather encouraging results� More
than half of the variability observed in the altimetry data was captured by the model in these
preliminary test� where only data from a 	 months period was included in the analysis� Inclusion
of a longer data set in the analysis may reveal an even better comparison between the altimetry
data and the model simulations�



	�

One of the objectives for this study was to identify if any possible improvements of the ex�
isting storm surge warning system can be achieved by including altimetry information� The
initial studies performed showed promising results for the use of T�P data in order to improve
the model� both with respect to tidal information as input to the model� and with respect to
statistical information of the sea level variability� The high quality estimates of the sea level
variability that can be obtained from T�P observations � when using time series longer than a
year � may be used for validation of the model simulated sea level for the large o��shore area�
where nearly no validation previously has been feasible�
The high quality tidal information that is available from altimetry o�ers the potential to enlarge
the model area� The present northern boundary of the model area excludes external surges en�
tering the North Sea to be included in the storm surge calculations� External surges are known
to have caused storm surges in cases where the operational warning system failed �e�g� Huess
��
��� and an enlargement of the model area will therefore improve the warning system for
cases where external surges occur�
Furthermore� the improved knowledge obtained from the analyses of the seasonal variations in
the M� tidal constituent may also turn out to be useful for model calibration� The non�linear
interaction between the tides and surges was found to be highly controlled by the bottom friction
in the model� and a validation of the seasonal variations may serve as a tool for calibration of
the bottom friction parameterization in the model�
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